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Abstract 
The electromagnetic pulse (EMP) resulting from the detonation of nuclear explosives is a 
documented and studied phenomenon. What is less well known and understood is the simi-
lar yet considerably less powerful occurrence surrounding the detonation of high explosives. 
The phenomenon was first noticed by Kolsky in 1954 during his investigation into stress 
waves using explosive charges. This project was undertaken to identify any discernible 
field or wave in the low frequency EM spectrum, focusing particularly on the magnetic 
field. The work published by Soloviev in 2002 and Adushkin in 2004 served as guidelines 
on test procedure and setup. Testing of this nature was not found in the literature to have 
been previously conducted in South Africa and is multi-disciplinary, involving the fields of 
detonics and signal processing. 
The test procedure implemented proved valid as signals were detected and sufficient data 
were gathered to perform basic pattern recognition and spectral frequency analysis. The 
analysis allowed for comments to be made on the relationship between the signal and other 
characteristics surrounding the event. 
Inside the frequency band investigated there appeared to be two bands of activity in the 
kHz range', which is consistent with previously published works. The repeatability of the 
waveforms shape for identical blasts was good but with the limited sample size a proper 
database could not be developed. Provisionally it can be said that such events do have 
characteristic shapes. Testing revolved around small charges and was conducted in the near 
field. This removed the possibility of commenting on orientation factors. 
The testing was a success in terms of recording magnetic field signals from the detonation 
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Scientists are aware of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) resulting from a high altitude 
detonation of a nuclear bomb. This short burst of electro-magnetic energy travels ahead 
of the blast at the speed of light. The EMP is responsible for disrupting electronics before 
the shock wave arrives and can sometimes affect a larger area. What is less well known, 
and at times disputed, is the observation that the detonation of high explosives generates 
an electromagnetic field (EMF) that is detectable. 
Kolsky [16] first detected such signals when investigating the propagation of stress waves 
through solids with the aid of small explosives. Kolsky placed stub antennas behind perspex 
screen to investigate certain aspects of this phenomenon, such as initiation method and 
type of explosive. Later studies revealed that there are many factors affecting the EMF 
generated by detonation. These include -
• Surrounding material[17] 
• Addition of impurities [18] 
• Packaging [19] 
• Explosive type[16] 
• Initiation method [20] 
All of these factors are part of the explosive device itself and affect the signal strength and 
shape. However there are other factors that affect the measurement of this phenomenon, 
such as the electric seismic effect: the disturbance of a conductive layer beneath the sur-
face caused by a shock wave that generates an EMP and the dust cloud effect where the 
dust generated by the explosive has charged particles whim forms a dipole that can also 
be detected. The phenomenon in general is not well understood. Certain aspects of the 
phenomenon's nature have been investigated and in some studies, developed an empirical 
relationships based on these investigations. 
This project focused on frequencies in the kHz range and aimed to investigate the pos-
sibility that the recorded waveform was repeatable in shape and nature, while also looking 
at the effect of orientation with respect to the initiation cord. The waveform from a charge 
at particular stand off distance (SOD) is similar but not identical to the waveform from 
the same setup (mass and SOD) being fired directly after. This is because the factors 
affecting the shape are too numerous to control. Even so, while testing may keep some 
factors constant, the very nature of explosives is to vary in energy output within a certain 
range. 
The study was limited to magnetic fields only, one type of explosive and only the math-
ematical removal of certain aspects (blast waves). These limitations were a result of the 
testing ground's location and limited test time. The work provides a starting point from 
which further studies can progress into a field that is at the moment still very unexplored. 
The layout of this thesis is written up for readers in two fields. The nature of the work 
covered is a combination of electrical and mechanical engineering. 
Chapter 2 is the literature review which aims to provide the basic knowledge of explo-
sives to electrical engineers while introducing the simple ideas behind electromagnetism to 
mechanical engineers. The last section in the literature review is a summary of important 
information gleaned from articles published in this field. It contains the reasons for previ-
ous work, the test setup followed and the equipment used. 
Chapters 3 and 4.1 following the review provide the reader with the test setup. These 
chapters give information on the procedure followed and equipment used in both the pre-
liminary and primary testing stages. Schematics of the test setup and pictures of the 
equipment aid with the visualization of how the tests were conducted. 
Chapter 6 gives a more in-depth look into the techniques used in signal processing, provides 
the reader with a mathematical background into the Fourier transform and discusses the 
additional techniques used when analyzing signals. 
After having explained which techniques will be used, chapter 7 details where and why 
each method was employed. This chapter shows the progression from raw data to pro-
cessed signals and explains the reason behind each step. 
Thereafter follow the results and observations, chapters 8 and 9 respectively, discussing 
the different points of interest found during testing. 
Chapter 10 is where conclusions and recommendations are given. These include ideas for 
further testing and alterations that can be made to improve the test setup. 
The appendices include all information gathered during this thesis as well as more in-depth 
discussion on certain aspects of the analysis procedure. 
2 
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The literature review is structured in three parts. The first section provides an introduction 
to explosives, the theory behind the detonation process and other topics concerning explo-
sives. The second section gives an introduction to electromagnetic fields and some basic 
equations governing electric fields and charge distributions. The final section is the history 
of studies undertaken concerning this phenomenon, including motivation, equipment used 
and conclusions drawn. A final section is a summation of the findings made during the 
literature review. 
2.2 Explosives 
2.2.1 Chemistry of Explosives 
Explosives are defined as materials (chemical or nuclear) that can be initiated to undergo 
very rapid, self-propagating decomposition. The result is the formation of a more stable 
product and the liberation of heat. This excess heat usually creates a sudden pressure effect 
through the action of heat on produced or adjacent gases. This type of reaction is called 
an exothermic process and in chemical explosives the reaction is usually of the oxidation 
type. Chemical explosives are split into two categories, heterogeneous and homogeneous. 
To be self-propagating the material needs to contain all the parts for a reaction. The explo-
sive substance therefore requires oxidizer and fuel in a single molecule, which decomposes 
during the reaction and reforms in its oxidized products. For the purposes of this review 
explosives with the general chemical formula of CRNO are considered. 
2.2 Explosives 
Figure 2.1. Underoxidised RDX chain[l] 
The amount of oxygen present plays an important role in detonation. Fuel rich reactions 
have more fuel present than is required for the reaction (TNT). If there is a higher pro-
portion of oxygen than is required for complete oxidation the explosive is termed fuel lean 
(nitroglycerin). If the explosive is exactly balanced, with just enough oxygen to completely 
oxidize, the explosive produces the maximum energy output. The excess/deficiency of fuel 
can be quantified by calculating the oxygen balance (OB) or by merely knowing the chem-
ical formula of the material and the products of the reaction allow for the determination 
of a rich/lean fuel explosive. 
Some of the more common products formed by an explosion are Nitrogen (N2 ), water 
(H20), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (C02). Depending on the chemical 
composition of the explosive other products can also be formed, aluminum oxide (Ah03) 
and sulfur dioxide (802 ) for example. To help determine which products will be formed 
a set of rules were developed in World War 2. Three rule sets are given in table 2.1: the 
original Kistiakowsky-Wilson (K-W) rules, applicable for moderately oxygen deficient ex-
plosives*; the modified K-W rules that apply to explosives with a greater oxygen deficiency; 
and lastly the Springall Roberts rules t. 
·moderately oxygen deficient explosives have an OB % ~ -40 
tThe Springall Roberts rule set is made up of the K-W rules and an additional two rules 
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Table 2.1. Original, Modified and Springall Roberts versions of K-W rules [2] 
Rule No. Conditions Rule Set 
1 Hydrogen atoms are converted to H2O 
2 If any oxygen remains the hydrogen is Original KW rules 
oxidized to H2O 
3 If any oxygen remains CO is oxidized 
to CO2 
4 All the nitrogen is converted to N2 
1 Carbon atoms are converted to CO 
2 If any oxygen remains the hydrogen is Modified KW rules 
oxidized to H2O 
3 If any oxygen remains CO is oxidized 
to CO2 
4 All the nitrogen is converted to N2 
5 -k of the CO formed is converted to C 
and CO2 
6 ! of the original CO is converted to C Spring all Roberts 
and H2O 
These rule sets are called the simple hierarchy for CHNO explosives. They are used 
only as a guide for determining the decomposition products formed. 
Detonation is a burning or decomposition reaction whose propagation speed is greater than 
the speed of sound through the material [21. For detonation to occur the material must react 
swiftly and produce gas and energy. Detonation happens much faster than deflagration, at 
velocities ranging from 1- 9000ms- l . The detonation process occurs after deflagration only 
if the conditions are suitable. In deflagration the oxidation proceeds slowly and is usually 
thermally initiated. In detonation the reaction propagates at a supersonic rate with respect 
to the unreacted material and is initiated by a shock. 
Growth from deflagration to detonation is partially dependent on the intensity of the shock 
impact. Generally the higher the intensity the quicker the explosive reaches stable deto-
nation. Also when the material is burning in a confined space (casing or shell) the gas 
produced by the decomposition causes an increase in pressure which in turn causes an in-
crease in burning rate. Secondary explosives can be detonated using a high velocity shock 
wave. In a typical setup a primary explosive is detonated and produces a shock wave that 
initiates the secondary explosive. The progression from initiation to detonation occurs over 
a very short period of time. The process starts when the shock wave enters the explosive 
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material and compresses the explosive, causing a temperature increase and starting the 
chemical reaction. Simultaneously the wave imparts a shock and particle velocity to the 
reacting explosive. Provided the shock wave has a sufficiently high pressure for a long 
enough time, detonation will occur [2]. 
2.2.2 Plastic explosives 
High explosives are divided into three groups: primary, secondary and tertiary. The distinc-
tions between the groups centers around their ease of detonation, the easiest to detonate 
being primary and the hardest being tertiary. Secondary explosives do not easily change 
from deflagration to detonation, they require larger shocks than primary explosives to ob-
tain ignition and electrostatic ignition is difficult. 
PE - 4 is the type of military explosive used in South Africa and as a result the explosive 
used during testing. PE-4 is made up of RDX powder and a plasticizer. The plasticizer is 
made up of paraffin and Lithium stearate. It has a limited shelf life (approximately 1 year) 
dependent on such factors as temperature and moisture. The explosive is not a primary 
explosive unless oil has been leeched out. Also a change in the colour to brown or purple 
indicates the RDX has undergone decomposition and that batch of PE-4 must be disposed 
of. The velocity of detonation (VOD) of the PE-4 used in SA is approximately 7500ms- l , 
with some cases reporting a VOD of 7700ms- l . The variation and decrease in predicted 
VOD is due to the oil content. 
Table 2.2. Composition of 
PE-4 
I Components I % ratio I 
RDX 87 - 89 
Plasticizer 9 - 12 
2.2.3 Detonation Theories 
By 1890 it was well established that detonations were shock waves supported by the chem-
ical energy release. [2] The Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) theory is based on gas dynamics and 
thermodynamics and assumes a very fast chemical reaction. In contrast the Zel'dovitch, 
von Neumann and Doring (ZND) theory introduces finite chemistry. Even with a lack 
of detailed chemistry the CJ detonation predications are sufficiently accurate while ZND 
accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of the chemical reaction schemes used. CJ theory 
was first proposed in the early 1900s and is based on the conservation of mass, momentum 
and energy. The theory was a one dimensional model, with an infinitely thin reaction zone 
(ideal detonation), that assumes the equilibrium of all detonation products is reached in-
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stantaneously and that all explosive material is consumed during detonation. This theory 
can be used to calculate properties such as velocity and pressure of detonations for non-
ideal or slow detonation processes. 
In the early 1940s the ZND theory was proposed - which assumed the shock wave was 
separated from the reaction zone. This theory was developed to study the chemical and 
physical processes before and after the exothermic chemical reaction. The ZND theory 
assumes the following: 
• Flow is one dimensional 
• The wave front is a jump discontinuity 
• The reaction zone length is zero 
• The product gases leaving the detonation front are in chemical and thermodynamic 
equilibrium 
• The chemical reaction is completed 
• The gas reaction products after leaving the front are further affected by the surround-
ing system or boundary conditions 
and predicts similar velocities and pressures to those predicted by CJ theory. The drawback 
is that ZND theory relies on the integration of detailed chemical kinetic schemes. In 
addition to pressure and velocity this theory also can be used to calculate the detonation 
limits, initiation energy, critical pipe diameter and the thickness of the reaction zone. The 
accuracy of these values depends on the accuracy of the coefficients and reactions used in 
the kinetic scheme. 
A third detonation theory, developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, is 
called detonation shock dynamics (DSD). Where previous detonation models have assumed 
the detonation shock wave to propagate normal to itself at the CJ velocity, DSD assumes 
the radius of curvature of the shock front is large when compared to the reaction zone 
length that supports the detonation. DSD uses hydrodynamic flow theory to correct a 
near planar detonation flow normal to the shock. The theory takes into account changes 
due to shock curvature and other unsteady effects, and is used to make refined predictions 
of the detonation process for desired applications. DSD theory combines a hydrodynamic 
and thermo-chemical codes to fully model the physical and chemical processes of a high 
explosive detonation. 
2.2.4 Shock Theory 
Shock behavior and effects are only observed along one axis. Upon the application of force 
to a material, the material will undergo a change in shape and/or volume. Stress resulting 
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from the force applied causes further distortions to the material, in the form of strain. 
Strain presents itself in three forms - simple shear, pure dilation and uniaxial stretching. 
Material undergoing low stress suffers from a strain that is reversible, so that when the 
stress is removed the material returns to its original shape and size. The range of stresses 
for which this is true is called the elastic region. On the other end of the scale large stresses 
applied to a material cause permanent strain; this region is called the plastic region. In 
the elastic region at low stresses only sound waves exist, in the plastic region at high 
stresses only shock waves can exist but in the elastic-plastic region both waves exist and 
travel at different speeds. In the plastic region, solid material can behave like a fluid. The 
shock pressures experienced by an explosive material may stress the material well beyond 
the elastic limit, resulting in the permanent deformation of the material once the stress 
has been released. As the shock wave passes through the material, motion is imparted 
to particles in front of the wave by particles behind the front bumping into those ahead. 
The transition is very sudden and is commonly referred to as a "jump" in state. These 
statements led to the formation of the Rankine-Hugoniot Jump equations (RH): 
PI U-Uo f)o (2.1) = =-
Po U -UI f)1 
PI-PO = f)O(Ul - uo)(U - uo) (2.2) 
el - eo PI UI - PoUo 1 (2 2) - - UI - Uo 
po(U - uo) 2 
(2.3) 
which describe the shock processt where p, U, U, f), P and e represents the density, sur-
rounding velocity, material velocity, specific volume, pressure and energy. After taking the 
conservation equations and a few simplifying assumptions into account the detonation can 
be viewed as a shock wave passing through an explosive. The shock wave compresses and 
heats up the material. This initiates the exothermic chemical reaction. While the shock 
wave is driven through the material by the energy liberated, the gaseous products behind 
the wave are expanding. As a result a rarefaction wave moves toward the shock front. 
Theoretically the shock front, rarefaction front and chemical reaction are all in equilibrium 
and as such all travel at the same speed, so the shock front does not change shape (since the 
pressure does not change) with time and neither does the detonation velocity. In practice 
however the reaction is not ideal and as a result the detonation velocity does decrease. 
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determined by factors such as the charge size, degree of confinement and the isentrope of 
the detonation gases. In normal shock wave events rarefaction waves merge with shock 
waves and reduce the wave amplitude and speed. This process is halted in detonation 
as the reaction's products help maintain the pressure behind the front and prevents the 
rarefaction wave reaching it. A steady state detonation, shock wave with constant velocity, 
is achieved while there is explosive material available; when all the material is consumed 
there is no more chemical reaction to add energy to the wave. 
2.2.5 Explosion timeline 
To better understand the physical result of an explosion, understanding the different stages 
of the blast and when they occur in time is very important. As previously stated that 
detonation is seen as a shock wave moving through a charge with a certain ve~ocity (VOD). 
As the wave passes through the material expansion does occur at one end, the effect however 
is very small and can be considered negligible. The process is therefore described by 
assuming the shock wave travels the entire length of the charge before expansion occurs. 
The particles are released at a speed approximately given by the escape velocity 
3,-1 
Uesc = -2--1 Vd , - (2.5) 
which is related to the VOD (Vd) of the material and the constant gamma (f) from the ideal 
gas relationships. In reality the particles are slowed down by the air pressure encountered. 
This expansion lasts until the products have reached a distance of 1 unit R, the charge 
radius. After the 1st stage of expansion the blast wave forms and the explosive products 
travel in conjunction with the blast wave for the fireball period. This stage lasts till said 
products have traveled another 50 times the original radius. The equations provided by 
Graham and Kinney [21] , which relate: the time of arrival of a blast wave (Ta) to SOD (R) 
,overpressure (PO), ambient pressure (Pa ) and the speed of sound (ax) 
R [ ]1/2 Ta=~l 1~ dr 
ax Tc 1 + 7 a 
(2.6) 
are used once the shock wave is present. This integral is evaluated between the charge 
radius rc and R from the blast. The only variable that changes with respect to r is the 
ratio of f: 
pO 808 [1 + Cfs)2] 
Pa Jl + (o.t4s)2Jl + (o~2)2Jl + (1~5)2 (2.7) 
The ratio is based on the scaled distance variable (Z) as defined in Hopkinson's scaling law, 
which is related to charge mass (W) and R: 
R 
Z = W1/3 (2.8) 
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The result is a time versus distance curve as seen in figure 2.3. This is a conservative 
portrayal of the progression of both the detonation products and blast wave speed. Two 
separate portions are visible if figure 2.4, the constant velocity portion determined from 
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2.3 Electromagnetic Fields 
2.3 Electromagnetic Fields 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Balanis [22] provides a simple and clear description of electromagnetic field theory: "a dis-
cipline concerned with the study of charges, at rest and in motion, that produce currents 
and electric-magnetic fields". 
Prior to Maxwell's dynamical electromagnetic field theory, so named because it deals with 
the space or area surrounding the electric or magnetic bodies (field theory) and assumes 
there to be matter in motion (dynamic theory), all theories relating to this topic were based 
on statical electricity, on statical magnetism, on the mechanical action between conductors 
carrying currents and on the induction of currents. In Maxwell's theory on the electro-
magnetic field [23] he stated: "In these theories the force acting between the two bodies is 
treated with reference only to the condition of the bodies and their relative position, and 
without any express consideration of the surrounding medium". Weber developed an al-
most complete theory of electromagnetic phenomena based on the attraction and repulsion 
of certain particles. This theory however relied on the relative velocity between the parti-
cles and their distance apart. The theory's dependence on velocity encouraged Maxwell to 
propose his own theory. Maxwell's proposal took a different path and suggested that the 
observed effects are a result of the surround medium and the excited body's interaction. 
The manner in which electric and magnetic fields, charges and currents associated with 
electromagnetic waves change and relate to one another can be described by the physical 
laws by which they are governed [22]. The four principle equations describing these laws 












are used to solve the majority of boundary value problems. Here E, PA , H, /, ~ and 
qev represent electric field intensity, magnetic flux density, magnetic field density, current 
density, electric flux density, electric charge density. The integral form of these equations 
are used mainly to solve boundary value problems that have complete symmetry. For 
these equations to be valid certain assumptions are made; the field vectors are single-
valued, bounded and continuous functions of position and time, and they exhibit continuous 
derivatives. 
These equations were developed by different prominent figures in the field; Faraday's Law 
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of induction (2.9), Ampere's Circuital Law with Maxwell's Correction (2.10), Gauss's law 
(2.11) and Gauss's law for magnetism (2.12), but it was Maxwell who combined them and 
used them to develop his field theory. 
With these expressions it is possible to describe and relate charge(q), current(i), electric 
field vector(E) and magnetic field vector(H) at any point in space at any time. This 
method of describing forces and fields does not replace classical statical electricity but adds 
further understanding to the field. When it was first proposed and described, many found 
it tough to explain; it was not based on a purely mechanical model, like previous works, 
but rather took the mechanical model and introduced a continuous field. Coulombs Law: 
(2.13) 
is a cornerstone of statical electricity and describes the force (F) experienced by a charge 
at a distance (Tol) apart from another charge (q) with the aid of coulombs constant(ke). 
After Maxwell, electric and magnetic phenomena have subsequently also been described 
in terms of fields, for example the force between two electric charges is described as the 
product of the magnitude of one of the charges and the field of the other; 
F=qxE (2.14) 
Maxwell's theory was expanded upon by Lorentz, through discussions on moving systems. 
2.3.2 Charge Distributions 
An electric dipole is a very common type of charge distribution, shown in figure 2.5, seen 
in dielectrics. It consists of two charges of the same magnitude but opposite signs. In 
dielectrics this indicates the amount of electric energy it can store, similar to the potential 
energy stored by a spring. A dielectric can be polarized by three different methods [22J, 
dipole, ionic or electronic polarization. 
Dipole polarization is the method involved when a material has randomly aligned per-
manent dipoles but when in the presence of and external field these dipoles align 
themselves. 
Ionic polarization occurs when the positive and negative ions of a material displace them-
selves when acted on by an electric field 
Electronic polarization is the most common and occurs when an external field causes 
orbiting electric cloud to displace itself relative to the nucleus center of an atom. 
Equation (2.15) provides the potential difference (V) between a point infinitely far away 
and an arbitrary point; a distance r from the center of a dipole, at an angle () from the 
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proposed. In 2000 Bichenkov [33] conducted a study related to explosive shock waves and 
magnetic fields. The paper considered the shock wave compression of a magnetic field 
by waves capable of trapping current and transferring it within the shock front. In 2002 
Soloviev [34] provided further insight into the initial stages of the explosion were provided, 
this work originally appeared contrary to previous publications but actually gave more 
detail into the time history of the EMF generated. Soloviev [35] more recently published 
a paper on the effects of physiochemical properties of soils on the EM signals generated 
by explosions. In 2006 Sorokin [36] modeled the shock wave excited by an explosion in the 
ionosphere. The model was meant to correspond to exact solutions for strong shock waves, 
extrapolate to small mach numbers and be in agreement with the experimental data. 
2.4.2 Mechanism of EM Generation 
In 1990 the mechanism proposed by Boronin[lO] was as follows: in the initial moments of 
time deformation and failure of the metal shell occur. Gaseous and solid explosion products 
flow out through the cracks, with the gaseous products leading. The electro-kinetic effect 
and explosion product friction causes charges to build up. Opposite charges are acquired by 
both the explosion products and the shell fragments. Asymmetrical flight of the explosion 
products creates an effective dipole. The dipole effect grows as the gaseous and solid 
particles separate. The gaseous particles lose speed faster as they have less momentum, 
and thus the solid particles gradually overtake them. A sign change occurs when the solid 
particles overtake the gaseous particles. Solid matter surrounding the explosive charge is 
also propelled by the blast wave and is eventually overtakes the explosion products. It was 
suggested that the solid material overtakes the gas particles and then the solid particles. 
Figure 2.13 is from Boronin's paper and shows the electric field intensity of explosions from 
cylindrical shaped charges. 
The 2nd sign change is explained by way of momentum. As the solid material passes 
the gaseous products they could potentially pick up their charge, and when the gaseous 
particles in turn overtake the solid particles, being slowed by their heavier mass, another 
sign change would occur. There is a competing process however, and that is the relax-
ation of charges in the conducting region. As the fragments move through the heated air 
(result of the shock wave), which is highly conductive, they loose their charge causing a 
reduction in the dipole moment. This theory has not been investigated further and to date 
the mechanism of generation is still unknown but does amalgamate many previous theories 
and account for many of the signals characteristics. 
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2.4 F.lcdrOl",.!Vwtk Fidtls "lid F.xplosioJl~ 
Figure 2.1 8. ()""lilogr~phic~, of. the field inlen.,i'y M di"'''''''''' 4.~m (a) 
and B.57Ul (b.-d) 11~ 
Tabl .. 2.3. LillI of [""«}'" 10 be laken iHl-o 
ocrowlI wh<nloc>king a\ E11 of ""plooiw. 
I Factora affecting the signals generatedJ 
Sun"(IUnding material l111 
Addition -of impurities ll.] 
Expro.ive materiall16] 
Detonation metl>e>d r.o:'i 
Th""" "tudies e-onductro highlighted key ia!;u ,," to be faced in such ""periments. The 
"""<-"UTat~ m'''' .. _urement of ""rUl in phenomena !I.ecomp!Ulying the h l""t ifl" primaxy roncern. 
The moment of detonation need" to be >I<--':;UT"teJy recorded. SO <IS to J,ei p clarify the signrus' 
80=". The ",nsOJ" could pick up the signal from the detonation cord before the hl""t, 
c"u"ing" pre-triggering. Identifying the hl""t wave is a.lso import!l.llf "" any motion of the 
anteona inside a field (the earth's magnetic field) 08.Uses a signal to appear. Plac~",cnt of 
the antenna i. an important point since its ioc"tioll determines which ""peet of the EM 
field it pich up, again if the antenna is placed along the axis of detonation cord tbe aign!ll 
obtaincd might be different. 
2.5 Summary 
2.4.3 Testing Methods 
The generic testing method adopted by studies relating directly to the EM field generated 
explosions was to place antenna in the path of the blast wave to register the EM field. The 
antenna was attached to an oscilloscope which records the signal generated. The first test 
conducted by Kolsky [16J placed a sheet of Perspex between the explosive and a piece of wire 
(the wire acting as a stub antenna). The difference in test setups was minimal, for example 
when Boronin [25J wanted to determine the effect of an external field the explosion had to 
take place inside a Faraday cage. Some tests have been conducted where explosives have 
been detonated in the air, on the surface of the ground, Takakura [29J conducted his tests on 
grounded tables and Soloviev [35J even tested buried charges. These tests have commented 
on the effect of different detonation methods as well; by using fuse caps, detonating wire 
and heated fuses as methods of initiation. 
2.4.4 Equipment used 
Early recording was conducted with a cathode ray oscilloscope and rudimentary stub an-
tenna (with no directional properties). Later, more specialized antennas were used, includ-
ing the small horned antennas used by Takakura [29J, dielectric receiver rods employed by 
Vel' min [30J and bi conical receiving antenna used by Boronin[26J. The oscilloscopes also 
developed from cathode rays to digital oscilloscopes. Pressure transducers are at times co-
located with the antennas to identify the shock waves time of arrival. To synchronize the 
recording equipment and the blast event photocells have been used to detect the initiating 
flash. 
2.5 Summary 
The explosive being used during testing is well known and its characteristics have been 
documented. The detonation and shock wave theories contributed to the equations used 
in the blast wave analysis section(7.2.1). To accurately understand, model and predict any 
outcome in the field of Electromagnetism requires a solid foundation in its mathematical 
concepts. However certain methods used in this field of study can be used in the investi-
gation (see chapter 6). The majority of studies conducted on this subject matter occurred 
between 1960 and 1970 with the topic being revisited again in early 2000. The latter work 
of Adushkin[17J and Soloviev[34J is of most interest and has provided guidelines for the test 




3 Experimental Testing Procedure 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two main sections, preliminary and primary testing. Each 
section provides the objectives behind the series of tests and the procedure followed. Lastly 
a concluding section is provided to discuss the limitations experienced during testing. 
3.2 Preliminary testing 
3.2.1 Objectives 
A set of preliminary tests were conducted to determine the most appropriate testing pro-
cedure and to determine what equipment would be required. These tests were conducted 
at the blast chamber of Blast Impact and Survivability Research Unit (BISRU) and at the 
military base in Langebaan. The testing at BISRU was performed to gain experience with 
the equipment and provided necessary insight into the types of signals that arise. The 
Langebaan testing was the first opportunity to test non-electric detonation and refine the 
test procedure. 
3.2.2 Procedure 
Detonations conducted at BISRU were initiated electronically*. The blast lab shown in 
figure 3.1 is comprised of a blast chamber and a control room. The colored boxes inside the 
blast chamber represent different pieces of equipment that are fixed inside the chamber. 
The control room is where the firing box is housed and piping underground (the dotted 
lines between rooms) runs between rooms enabling the detonator wires (and other cables) 
to be fed through. 
·While this was noted in the literature review to be undesirable it was seen as acceptable in the prelim-
inary stages 
3.2 Prc liminary tC8tilll': 
-
F igure 3.1. Sthemalic 0{ th" BISRU bhtbt laL 
Th~ piping c!I.lTied th~ ""axial cables fO<" th~ recording equipm~nt, the roro carrying 
the detonation signal aud any other fonn of electronic wiring ""..Jed in the bi",;t chamber. 
This 8itllfltion "'"<18 ag8.ill not idfoal8ll the many wires 8.ilow for induced 8igu8.i8 10 travel 
along their length aud interf'cre wit h the re<:O<"ded ~ignal. 
Th" t""ts .. ·"r~ ""nducted with the li~hts off in an effort to reduc~ ontside ~Iectronic in-
terf~,...I>C~. Initially a "ingle inductive loop was placed approximately 1 - 105m away from 
a charge. The antenna Was aligned with the normal of it" &pert ure perp~l><l i cular to the 
detollillion ... ires!\lId in SOIlle castOs at a 45'angle to det ermi"" OI"ientation df~ct. see ligur" 
3.2. 
I In, .. tico , 
I j .---'--
• 
Fi"ur" 3.2. Schematic of (he p<climi-
nary testing ""tup 
Figure 3.3 shows hOI>· in the uext r01\IlJ of testing a ~maller inductive loop was illchtded. 
This loop ""all made of copper and placed dir""tly around the explosive. ",ilh the charge 
3.2 l're liminary test ing 
Figure 3.3. Copp., I""" antenna around ex-
prniw 00 "Iy,.fo,m pill~r 
lying approximately Hlem away from its circumference. 
Tn "noth~r set of t""t·. a ~urr('nt c),,,,np wa:< indnd",,1 to identify the effoct of the detona-
tion wires. The final testill!\ at BlSRU involved a whip antenna, """ fil',llre 1.5, to identif}' 
if another type of antenna could be UIled to detect the signals. Tbe antennas were placed 
in ""iOllS WDs tirronghont testing but the orientation """ foc the moot pllIt maintained. 
The fina.l preliminary test series was performed at Langeb""". This was the fin,t oppor" 
t.unity for a mechanical dd-onati,," "" well as b~ing an ~nvironment ;vith a rclat.ivcly 10'11' 
E"lnoisc flOOf. In add ition to the loop m~ntioncd earlier" commcrci"j ""tenna ""'" ured, 
the R&S HE300 antenna with the HF moc!nle. The explosive WIIS detonated with safety 
fuse cut to a lengt-h " .. ulting in approximately a 3lls delay. The amenn"" were ociginiilly 
plact'd "" ""picted in figure 3.4 b(otwe~n Vi and 3m away, "'ith tb(oif "l'ertur~ n"nllal" "t 
ri!\ht angl"" to one another, and \"tcr lllOHX1 to ,,~thin 1.4m of the charl',€. A photo of 
the loop antenna at the La.ngebaan test range is provided in figure 3.5, which indica!"" the 
"urrOHlldings t·o be rocky with a oons.i.,tent lev~l of ground vegetatioo. 
:J.:; Primary testing 
Explosive ch,rg~ 
~ l~\U'~ :J.4. SchemMlc of L~ngehaon te.1 .. Iup 
Fi)(ure 3.~, Loop ant~nm M lfie. 
L&ng<"b.,",~ 1.",,\ ",,,ge ofteT ~ D"'"t 
:1.:1 Primary testing 
3.3.1 Objectives 
For primary t",l iTJ g . ud an :illalytical data set. the data had to c"rue from mechanical 
detonation and hav~ a 'lJiHim"1 "mo unt of exterual interference,. The le".iH!,; ground "'f<ll 
ioolaied to the extent that extern"l fielil" wete idmltiliable and could therefore be "'-<'''linte<! 
mI'_ 
3.3.2 Procedure 
For ,he ,.".t inX (II E~ IF !l..' .. ~ru • ..J by I'igl> exploo;;w", it ,,'as r"'luir",,1 that t h~ bl/l8' ." "".t 
b~ initial ..... 1 m""IuwicaU~·. Thr ... anteunao W~~ utot<! to nocommod., e for !I~ r~d; .. t;on pat.. 
tern. shown i[ ~);ur~ 3.6 omd di:ocufll (~ll u oec lim. ".3. and examine 8.lIy MI.,u.allnn dr""t~. 
I::n<:h fIII l eDna ,,~ pi""",I",,", I. h. dIAl'!'," MIl rjgidly fixed (meaning Ih,,1 it did 11 ,'0( move 
F;g ..... · a. l;' ·[1u..., ,J",>tfl .. "".1 r.dia,"'" !" It.m 00.00 (>oj 
cqUf1kon ("- I) 
,,'~kr ,·h. pr"""" ... from th" "j,ud; "'0'''')' TO!I;I s .. ",re ro]]fllle led ",-eI' .. ""'go' vf charge 
"".'._ and ,,'i.1. ' 'IIl)'ing mand (oil (Io.tl\ll('t'\'l rnr the "menu ... . Si...,.. 8urround lnlllTUlol . ,W 
nls<. pla}<>; a part in the !'<'COrd"'l ~1.'l'IJ . 8J\)' I ....... ..,il or par, lcl ... Ihal (an be pkL-.1 
up hy ,"" blast "'ft'''' .. -ill nff<:<1 Ihe out p ul ; ther" rore .flRl' ~ch t..ott the I\T<'II "'M relief ... 
bef.,~ 10 lIl~intaiD "imila, ,,,,,I ",~"I II IQl\1i ..,,,1 .. ny "'teratic",,, ... .,,-e nut"". 
:. ,t.." ... 
~-"""" ..... 
~ , 
I ~ ......... ". . , / 
1/ -
-----"....1 _ e ----'" J 
I 
t"igure 3.7 . ;;M" ,,,,,,\!< vf J'a..-tl.r[ontein ' ''''\ ' '''vou, 
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3.4 Lim il.ntions 
Th,' auteuu"-~ ",-,,<,, ""~ngoo as d"Pior1OO (figurf' :l.7), ",-ilh 1\'" eha''';'')>!'ing ph,,,,1 011 
lOp of 11,1' pl,."lk pill"r. A ph.-.I.-..-.f the PMrolprfout~in ""'lUI> '" !livt'n in Iil\lIre :\.8. lhi. 
oh.-."" t lo" ~u<'s am"'1l in 1 he soil 10 h~lp Ii .... "1' 11K' antenna and ,how, lllf' 1.'l'ical ""ITOlllld, 
10 ll<' "anay and "pH:r..-.iy \'pgt!late.t. Fur ""ch "hargp of expk"'i"~ thp am~llnas ...-<ore set 
at Ii", rliJfer~nl SOD,. For "arh SOD ",Kl Ula;;S t.m shuts wefe hla.~t,.,j tu pruvide dala 
on 11lf' fO'pf'atahili11' oflhe signals. The ('harg"" w .... e "hnpcrl into ball,. the diamelers of 
which we", HICa.>url'd fur carh "J.,l 'll'e,,,, d,~rge- w ...... • thell pl....-.ed on tup of p!a.~1 it' I"l><', 
of (ix".\ "~ighl. h~I,1 liP "ith a )))l'\al stand. ThP geographkal posiliolJ of tbe 1~"li",.; was 
record,'Cl ttl a~co"nt for locall\pogruphi,,,,l eJfl~1"_ Oi>.t"",.., ,,,<,,,sure)))eu,, wt're t~ke" Irtllll 
the ehargp tot h~ bru;e of I h~ """'1m"" ""' well ""' 10 1 he ceut er of ell{'h HJwrture. 
Fi:,::"rp 3_8. '1 ..... "..\uP 0" iJ~· W<y (,f ""''''t>: Ht Padrdt'r 
~~l1,"n 
Duriug testing ~he orange \rmj> was ".djU"~,,, 110 help fO.'CeiVfl "ign~.k The locp WM r<'-
crient.ah..:i, ii 's fip~rt-ur~ at all oi,lique angle \0 facing the lIb,-.'! ,1i""~11,\'. tJ.i" i" the adj'bll>d 
all'~nlla po"ition ""'" ill figur~ 3_7. 
3.4 Limit.ations 
1'01""1 i"1 for humn.u elTOJ" L< Pf"""nt in 1 b.o funn of th~ charg,·, l.,-.illg rol~-d by hand a.> well 
"-~ 1 h~ d"Pl h of J"'nf'\ration of t h" '~10'~at<)1" im,) 1 he <'XI>ioo;i"" 
'11" . ,I .. " .... "', to ",hie-h \h~ eny;rOlllllent ",-""" i:;,,\alt,J raised CO,,""11l ;i""" t~~ "tr~ctiv~ n·!llO\-a.! 
of omsi ck "lll,u,h; i, only po"oiLle i" a end .. ""d """u_ 




4 .1 Introduction 
rhe equipment chapter follow" t he ,"'lle strllcture "" th~ previous chapter. It i" divided 
into preli!nin.a.ry and primary te<ting and d=ribe" the eqllipment ",,,,Hable during testing 
and when each item Wi\!; uf'&.!. A conrlnJing section on the lImitation. is al"" prodded to 
",kIf"'" "'r\ain i>:<ues encountered wit tile equipment. 
4.2 Preliminary tesling 
FOLlr ""'" of pl..,litniWIJ:y tffit., were <xmduct.ed at. BISHU lab.. The test" were "rl up ill a 
similar fashion with the differences coming in the "ddition or removal "I t<juipment. TiJi. 
was hecall..e of the "yail" hility of equipment ,,,0<1 in an drOft to detennine which eqllipment. 
was be6t. >nitro for testiIlg. 
Till> lirst round of l ... ts at BISRU we,." recorded with a high speed Q3dllooNJpe from Tek-
tronix, the TDt> WOO "eri"" "hawn in figure 4.1, ""d the signal:i were receiyed by a custom 
made )o"p ,,"tenna, "hOWIl in figure 4.3 and disclL'lOOd in detail in "ertion 5. 
Fig"" " 4.1. Tektronix """ilk,,,.,,,,,,,. p;c-
lur~ obt..ined onlino f1 I: 
A 2()g ril;).rge m""" was pl"reJ Cil " "t"TarO"'" pillar IMhn away from a metal pllLle, 
The lo"p was plar.,r! bet.""",n th~ rh".rg~ aTlo the cha:rnb"" wall. Alongside t h<> loop w"" ;). 
light 8eIl!lOr, figure 4.2. that was u.oo as" trigger. The "enf'-Ol r,.,ponded to" rert"in optical 
frequency and ,,;hen the reqllired intensity was re"l"lJeo the "ffiS<J< generated a pIlI"e, The 
antHnn", hI« 20 turn" and wI« built ~ @EET, the co;cillO!!cope was able to record 2.>00 
point, and a sampling frequ ency of IOMHz. 
4.~ Preliminary testing: 
Figur .. 4 .2. Light ""n"", F igure 4 .3. Loop anknn~ 
For t.he 2nd test a SIIlall copper loop....,n in figure 4.4 was placed aronnd the charge. A 
copper wire Was "h~ped into ~ ring "nd rortne<'ted to "iTes th~t "·ere left open and ready 
to 0., ronn.cted to banana clip~ at a later :\1;age. 
F igu<e 4.4 . ('-<>PI"" loop 11«"<1 in v~ry d""" proxim_ 
ity to Ihe chMl:e 
lu conj nnction with the oocilbcope a data card Wa.5 abo sct.to record the eVClIt. The 
card was a n Adlink pcr - 9812. a 4 channel 12 bit analog input C"Md. capable of recording 
a.t "precls up to 20 l>llIz (5imultanoou5 "aDlplingj and pos""",ing a -5 to + 5 voltage range. 
The data card was used to confum the signals seen on the normal oocill=pes and offered 
a longer record length than tho oscilloscopes. 
_________________________ ,'~.1 Pn·]j",im'"y test ing 
Figure 4.5. Whip antenna d",..,loped 
by EET 
In the 3ed teat" current damp "'.,.., included and in the 4t h ",des a "Pf'Cially made 
whip "ntenna WIIS used. The whip antenna in figure 4." w"~ built by EET ill conjunction 
",~th t he 10<>1' anU'nllllli. Th~ aacillooc0J-'€ W".' Hot 'WlIilable, leaving onl.r the data card to 
rf'C£Ir<] the event. 
The la.st round of preliminary te.ting was conductoo aT L>Ulge"aa,n military ba,." Three 
<illferenl. alllenn"~ wem talon "",I u .... l iT , the t""linl(:" R&S oollllll<'rcial 100p (figure 4 .C), 
the cu,tomloop antenna used at BISRU aud the small copp"r loops. 
F igur e 4.6. R.I!SHF.300 with op\ioo~l 
RkSllE:lOOHF 1\1' module for 9 kHz 10 20 ~IHz 
The commercial antenna w'" p!lrt of an act iw d irectional antcTIll3 set purchased from 
Rhude>< ~Ild Schw"", . T he uocill",c"!,e recording the data WBll the Agilient. 300 ""rie:; (fi!(ure 
4.7). p<Jwercd by a , tand-aJone power system. T he oscilloocope l'i"~ protKt .. d from the bla..% 
·1.3 Primary 1.~"I.i[,.,, ______________ _ 





: f!f •.• 
a O't !t 
il'l • !'. 
Figuro 4.7. (),.rillooc4'" uoed al lallgebaooIl Ie,! ,-
·1..1 Primary testing 
For Ihe t est.'! condUc t."d "I. Pfl.ll.l~lerfollfein only one type of antenna wa< used, Ihe loop 
antenna d",igned and hllill hy EET. The oscil1oo<opes supplied al Paarderfontein were the 
"lillIe tektronix oocilloscopes inilinlly ust-d at BISRU and t he WJJW lighl ""noor WSIl also 
,......,L The lighl ""ru;or '0.'''" origin...!])" connecloo W the trigger but light ~'.mdition" were not 
COJJducive w its use. and it was sllh""lllflll.ly repl""ed by "light. "ellSOr set to a different 
wavelength. The replocement light sensor st'CJJ iII figure 4.8 was a\", huilt and developed 
by EET. After" few I.""t "JlOl~ il. wa.q de l ermined th"t the Iighl emanating frO\ll l he shock 
tube was pre-triggering the m cillor;cope. ,\ "heet of metal lind "and baw< were p laced on 
I<>!, of Ihe lube to rover its U"sh. 
Figure 4 .8. The reph.celllelll li~h\ trigger 
4.4 Limitations 
4.4 Limitations 
The antennas had limited range of operation and were identically constructed reducing the 
frequency range that could be investigated. 
The oscilloscope could only have a maximum of 2500 samples - this limited the sampling 
speed since the duration of the event was unknown. Increasing the sampling speed decreased 
the record's time length. 
A sampling frequency of 2.5MHz was used setting the nyquist frequency at 1.25MHz to 
allow for as large a band as possible, this was prior to confirming the antenna's frequency 
band. This sampling frequency gave a record length of 1ms. 
The oscilloscopes were capable of being run off a built-in power supply, but due to the 
expected duration of testing a generator was run to provide power, adding to the ambient 
noise floor. 
While no equipment was present to search exclusively for signals possibly generated by the 
electro-seismic effect it has been stated that such signals are usually in a lower frequency 
spectrum, between 0.5 and 10Hz [37J. A small section however has been produced to discuss 
the possibility of this effect coming into play during testing, see section B. 
The effect of the dust cloud on the signals was ignored as it was seen to be outside the 




5 Loop antenna 
5.1 Introdm:tilHl 
The loop antennas. figures <;.1 - 5.3, require d~tailed m~ll1.ion ~irl<'e (hey wa, a key eompo-
um,t of the tc,ting. The ~ntcllll"" were built by EET and were used from the om".,! all 1M 
projf'<'I,. Origin"lly I .h~ anl.fmna "'(1.8 m.,.l in " diIT~rcnl prok'<'t fO!" 8imiiaT purposes and 
then ru;ed in the preliminary testing. Thereafter t.\" more alltenn!18 wer~ commiHodmwd for 
primary I ",I jng' _ 'T'h~'y ,"we os: "impl~ COIl." I.I1w1. km " pl""l ir ring roYCr<.-d the tUIIl.5 of the 
loop. which was COlllK,<-1ed to dr<-'Uitry ill:lide " metal box att ached to th~ l~)! , t (>m "r t h~ 
loop. 
Fi~'''r~ 5.1. ell.Jille) 1 
bnp 
5.2 Physical description 
'I'he loop .meJlll" ,,"(1,8 IlliI.de from a pI""lie ring and had wooden "UPP<>rl bea"". Wi", 
"''''! threild co thr'.'gh th~ ring to l1l>I1re np 20 1.1lrn" ",hidL "11""-' then r,(llm,dod to circuitry 
housed in B melal !-.ox. The wooden l",ams provided support and rigidilY 10 k<¥p I he ring's 
"hope "Ild hold ii, llprighl lmd~I " bh.<,l, ,,",we. 'T'h~ 1"01' hod " diame l-er of 0,(:;1,1111 and was 
attache<:! to t he Oc"1U8 wilh pl",Ur Ii"". TIle metal box "at dire-ell;- below the loop a.nd 
contained a veriooard ~"<)m;trudion of the eirmit ,hown in figuNl 5.7. Two 9V hal,leri"" 
power",] t.h o . m enn"s ""d these too were insidf' the hox, 
- Th" ""~,,, ,,[ , 1 .. pr<>j<"-' Jid ll'" ;",-tudo an'"",,, dc,~ _ as " ,,",ult """"'"" ('1"""''''-;,,,';on "" .• 
Jd"ycJ until af,,," ''''tin~ 
5.3 Mathematical analysis 
5.3 Mathematical analysis 
The antennas were designed and required to work at low frequencies. The characterizing of 
antennas at low frequencies is not carried out on a regular basis and requires a specialized 
testing facility, so a mathematical approach was adopted. 
The antenna can be viewed as an electrically small antenna. This in turn can be approx-
imated by an infinitesimal magnetic dipole with an axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
loop. Electrically small antennas are those whose overall length (27rx circumference) is usu-
ally less than 1/10 of a wavelength. The expected range of frequencies in this experiment 
were to be between the mid-range Hz and low kHz[171. Using the equation 
(5.1) 
the range of wavelengths (,X) was calculated by taking the lowest and the highest expected 
frequency. The lower limit was set as 100Hz and the upper limit set at 100kHz. This 
provided a range of wavelengths between 3km and 3000km. 
Antennas have near and far fields of activity and the region are defined by the relationship 
between ,X and SOD (r). If 
27rr «1 (5.2) 
,X 
data is collected in the near field and conversely of the value is greater than 1 the tests 
would be in the far field. The lower wavelength value was used to identify the region testing 
was conducted in as the near field as well as confirm the earlier assumption of an electrically 
small antenna. 
The antennas gain pattern was investigated to determine the best configuration for testing. 
In the near field the difference between the magnetic and electric field is not definitive and 
most antennas have their gain patterns specified in the far field. In determining the far 
field gain pattern Balanis[121 first obtains the average power density (in Watts/m2) 
Wav = ~Re(E x H*) (5.3) 
by taking the real part of the cross product of the electric and magnetic fields respectively. 
This is then uses it to work out the radiation intensity (in Watts/steradian) 
(5.4) 
which turns out to be solely dependent on a component of the electric field (E~), the 
intrinsic impedance (11) and the SOD. 
A simulation carried out by a student for a similar shaped and sized antenna performed 
with ©FEKO predicted the radiation pattern for the loop. The results of the simulation are 
seen in figure 5.4, where the normal of the loops aperture faces up and the colour differences 
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,,_3 Mathematical analysis 
Figure 5.4. Th,,,,, dimon,i{lIl<1.I ,,,,\i.1tion pM.lcrn h<l.'lOf! on 
"'I'~~tion (.~.4) . fo<.m eJoctricolly "wul antcnn~ 
muslrate the intensity variatlons. This pattern is true for a certain frequenoy where the 
overaJ] circmnfercncc length multiplied by the nnmber of tnm, is Ie" than the Wll.n,length. 
As Ihe iTequency inorea_ t he wavelengl.h deo",,,,,"s {equatioll (5.!)) and thi, increases the 
effective length of the antelllla. The change in length cffeds the effective circnmference 
whirh result" in a change of shape for the r!ldiatiou p<L1,tern. As the circnmference p"""'" 
the wavelength there is the formation or multi-lobe , '.H _n in figure 5.5_ 
Figure 5.5. Amplilude p~ttent foc 
a cil'cular loop wiLh COO,LML current 
distriblltK>Il [l"l. Ioc ,ize COIllj).,-abLe to 
wavcleng\h 
There patterns are for far field cl"""ific;lttion b ut provide a better p ict ure "'" to ho,,' the 
5.4 Loop /(llt"lllla /(~ a Edt! proh~ 
antenna function,. ,\n" l,'sis of the antenm. showed that the best orieTltation fOT r", ,,iviTl!l 
ei~jjals WfI.' eith.,,. perpendicular (broadside) or in the plane of the loop (endfire) depending 
on the el"'·tric:alleTlgth giwn in J\ of the anlenn" aI "specific D"e<I""ncy. The two cmiligu-
rations are hoth sensitive to different types of filed lines. Bru."ldside would df't""t mdi"lly 
di",d;"<IliTlf!;i while endfiTe deted, Ii))"" dr"lIlatin~ the radiatOl.·. 
"," low "' "" ,,'"" ~ < 
• 
I 
Ioibl ., Gird >rod """9" 
l"i!:w·~ 5 .6. !ilu,\rati(;(l 01 haw an\eIllla were ,,"wp [or receiv ing 
, ign~l, 
Throc ""telU"'" were used. t he fint faced the hlflSt with t he "pert me, the third f~c·"d the 
Ll""t . ide on and the remaining antenna _. adj nw,ct in orientation dUTing the ~"'peTim~nt 
for better signal detection. The setup is illustmted in figure 5.6. 
5.4 Loop antenna as a field probe 
When tiJJ.:ing meMurements that are recored by an oscilloscope, the loop antenna provide, 
"n opeTl tCTruiTlal vol t~~e V(t), al'<" fllnction of tim." whidl i>< pt"Oportional to the ra!.e of 
change 01 the magnetic field (oonllal compol1Cnt) f,- '''' seen by the loop. For ~ loop with 
l'l turne and are" A, ,m 
V{t)~NxAxdt 
If B Wffe "inusoidal with!illd angular Ir"'lue"",y w 









Equation (5.8) sho,,·s th,l.t the voltage seen at the terminals is therefore proportional to 
m\gul"r frequency and the magnetic field. demonstrating how the recorOOd ,;gnals relate 
to the magnetic field being iny,.,;tigated. 
",r, Circuit a"alysis 
5.5 Circuit a nalysis 
The eireuit u",:-'01 in this project as built by EET, after specifying a high KailJ ,,"id~ h[llld 
klw frequency a"tenna, The requffit was for au "ntemJa to operate in the kHz range, 
from around wn up to the hundreds, while offering"" murh I(ain as possibk The detail>; 
of cOllstruction and teb1ill)( were left in the hands of tl", ""signer, Investig"tkln int" thL~ 
dl'<'uit ,mowed it tu be 1I" ... ed and resulted in digital m"nipulation of signals !IO as to correct 
for the error. 
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F igure 5.7. C;ml;' di"gr~m of t.he bandp"" amplificT &1'8mcd to the loop 8UteUM 
The cif<Cuit diagram sho'O." ill figure 5.7 represents the circuit inside the Illf'tnl box at 
the base of the antenna . The OPA27 is oonfigured as" differential amplilier ""', up with 
an "ffoot voltiige trim oontmUed by "he "Ok p()t.~ntimn"ter. Th~ c,ircuit c"n & s",,"rated 
intu ,,.,,, stageR_ amplifkati"n and filt.ering. The mnplifiraU"n was a pr"""",, of th~ OP A27 
1",," no;"" hil(h 1>"""iRi"n opemtionai " mplifier, It. has aJ> open loopl(ain of al-'proxin:"'td~' 
~(X~))() (ll&lR) The ck>sed loop gain 
(5.9) 
,,-as workoo out by dividing the feedback resistor by the inpnt resistor "nd turned ,,"'- tu 
be 18000 (85dB) , ,,·hieh is within the amplifier', capability, ror the gain tu be effediv~ G 
"" {'aknl"",,,! ahov~ "",,"1ri be 10 tim"" l~:;s "han th~ "Pen loop Kain. Th~ opcdficd OjJCn 
loop gain of 118dB is yalid up Ullt il lOik ,,;hid, is roughly tl", 3dB point, after which it 
hao t he chBIacteristic roll off of 2OdB/dc" ade as """n in figure ".8, Thie graph w""' plun-eri 
in ~IATLAR alter talillj( ini'urm"tiun from th~ riat.a Sh,..-,K 
3U 
..; . ..; Circuit "nal.v~i" 
! 
r " • c 
oL-",.--~"C ",.----,'.',' 
O· ..... onc,· '"L) 
Figll .. e ,';. K, Bo<le plot. of OPA27 
The output of the opamp i, oonnoctoo to a 3rd onk..- RC high pas!! filter whcm cut "ff 
fr"'luen~y i" defined """ , 
j'=2rrRC xk (5.10) 
This f<juation showed the cui. olf frf<jueucy for the 3rd order filter to be some constant 
k tim"" the cui off frc,'!uency of a l"t ord~r "ySiNll. A normal 1st urder "J<ltem with [he 
r",i"wr and rapadt" .. values uOle<I in th", "irc'uit ykllds a ,'ut oil irequen,,), of 482 ,3 H~_ 
through ,imulation (figure 5.9) the estimatoo -3dlJ point for the 3rd order system was 
ronnd to 00 2.84kHz. The high gain ""ked of the opamp resulted in an elfuctive low pass 
fi lter which followed the opam1:>< run all portKlIl_ the high pa", filter, cut "ff point al"" 
narrowoo the hand"'idth of the circnit. 
The total response wa.~ modeled Wilh @1IICrrOCAP simlllatoc, lhe .lUdent veIllion 
and i, shown in figure 5_10_ 
:\lodd predictio,," were important in ull<krstanding the eik"Ct that "a<eh oomp'"",nt 
adds to the circuit but fOf the actual r""ponse a. physical test was clIlTioo out, The loop 
W"",, <lli<connecled from the main c'ircnil "-'><I I he end or wire ,,,nn,,,,(ed to a ,iJi1l~l g",,~.rator, 
T he input signal from the signal generator WIIS at its lowest value, bern'een 100 and l:lOm V. 
but clipping W"-" still present at lhe o"lplll- of the "pamp. A v"ltage dh-ide.r cons;"ting "r 
1 !1 and 1 kfI re5i,tor prm-idM a further lOCO-fold redoction in amplitude. A sine waYe 
"'"" then fed into the .ystem;UK) swept through the differenl. frf<juencies to del ermine it. 
response in terms of both magnitude and phMe. The measurements taken during circui!. 
testing are shown in figure 5.11 and 5.12. 
The two parts, pha&l and magnitude, form a 'ingle tran,fer fuuction for the circuit. 
The oomplex function represent the changes applied to the incoming signal. ,ee APP""dh 
A. Since not fill freqnen cies were lestoo Ihe mis'ing val""" were interpolated ""ing a c"bie 
u.u Circuit analysis 
• 
• 
F~re 5.9. High P"'" tilt",- r"""m"" of circui t 
interpolator function. The re;;ulte of the inte"poiation (~Kur~" 5.13 and 5.14) were then 
avemged to ere"te '" g~ne",.J r,,"pons.c function of the circuit. 
To see the true waveform over the d""ired b"nd the i"/I"e",,",, of the circuit (pha"" 
anu m"f',1Litud~ distortion) Imd to be removed. TIW wa.« achieved hy inye.tt.in1( t h. t"",,"fe,' 
function !l.lld applying it to the Fourier t"!l.llsfortlled w,woe; in th~ fr"4ucncy domain. The 
fur":t~'" howe ver w"" "ot "ppii",l over the ~ntire frequcncy spectrum as only a portion ()f 
the spectrum was tested and provided va1>d. data in ereating t.he fUll<tio"_ 'fh~ inW"r"," 
function W<l.'l applied between:'.OJ Hz and 5OO.kR:i:. Th;., ,."movoo t.h~ e!fed the "in;"itr~' 
had on the waveform's shape and magnitude. 
analysis 5.5 eire,,"',' ,,"'"',,"-______________________ _ 
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6 Signal processing and Spectrum 
analysis 
6.1 Iutroduction 
When thinking of a spectrum the firet idea that usually WJlne, to mind is that of light aurl 
the rainh,,,,-_ This image i" eMily the lIlost rpcognizable display fur ,h",,-in,o( the different 
"",yp!engths of light. There are many ldnds of spectra and each i, analyzw for different 
Pllrp<»f·,. Th""" applicatiQIlS range from ,,,,,,diogmms, prcrriding information on «patient' 
health to a radiation spectrum revealing scientific insights Lu\(. an object's internal structure 
and makeup_ 
Fi""r" 6.1. I'ri!llIl "ith a beam of light ,plit. into rliifcI'<?nt wavelength", picture 
o))(",JWd ooline!ll] 
The s~rum analysis employed for this project is mainly used by electric,,] l'Ilgille<" " 
and deals with the collversion of a. sigllal between the time ami [r""lu"nc), domain. 
6.2 Fourier analysis 
6.2 Fourier analysis 
Fourier analysis [38] is a very important tool in spectral analysis - some of its central ideas 
and those most pertinent to this study revolve around: time vs frequency domain, the 
representation of waveforms in terms of complex exponentials and magnitude and phase 
spectra. The method of Fourier analysis came from work carried out by Fourier on heat 
transfer, and by Laplace with his work in mathematical probability[39,40]. The analysis is 
based on the idea of a set of mutually orthogonal vectors. For example let U and V be 








where Ui and Vi are the components of the vectors U and V. With these and similar vectors 
a vector space S = Ul, U2, U3... can be created which has an orthogonal basis. When the 
idea of orthogonality is extended to a set of functions S = h(t),h(t),h(t) ... it can then 
be said that the members of S form an orthogonal set over the interval a < t < b if 
when n =1= m (6.3) 




it can be proved that 
forms such an orthogonal set . The discrete Fourier transform is the tool used in computers 




..!.. '"' F: ei27rnk/N 
N~ n 
k=O 
N-l L ike-j27rnk/N 
k=O 
(0 ~ k ~ N -1) (6.6) 
(0 ~ n ~ N - 1) (6.7) 
where k and N are the sample numbers in the time and frequency domain respectively. 
These equations are called the synthesis and analysis equations respectively. The synthesis 
equation allows us to express the discrete function fk as a linear combination of a set of 
continuous complex exponentials. When implemented by a computer the most common 
algorithm used is the Fast Fourier 'Transform (FFT), developed by Cooley and 'IUrkey[38]. 
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6.3 Window functions 
This algorithm is a very fast method and reduces the number of operations considerably; 
a direct transform of N points takes N2 calculations while a FFT takes !nLOG2{n). The 
increase in speed is only effective when the sample size of the signal is a power of 2 ( 1024, 
2048, etc ... ). The complex coefficients of (6.7) are usually expressed separately in phase and 
magnitude to obtain a clearer picture. If the waveform is in volts across a resistor (R) or 
amperes through a resistor it can then be used to determine the theoretical instantaneous 
power dissipated from using 
(6.8) 
where fp{t) is the voltage or 
(6.9) 
where fp{t) is the current periodic waveform. The absolute signs are not necessary for real 
waveforms but these equations hold for complex signals too. Assuming a 10 resistor makes 
the two equations equal, meaning the power in a signal may be determined by taking the 
square of a signals modulus. 
For a pulse or non-periodic signal it is more correct, however, to talk about the energy 
content of the signal, since every physically realizable signal of finite length has a finite 
energy content (E) as worked out from 
r~o r~o 1 r~o 
E = i-oo p{t)dt = i-oo Iv{t)1 2dt = 211" Loo IF{w)12dw (6.1O) 
This equation assumes the resistor to be 10 and the signal v{ t) to have a Fourier transform 
F{w). The energy worked out is referred to as the I-Ohm energy content of a signal[38]. 
The FFT gives an approximation of the Fourier transform that can be made as accurate as 
required. Padding is the increasing of the signal length which has the effect of decreasing 
the sample spacing in the frequency domain. 
6.3 Window functions 
Taking a sample of a larger signal usually results in discontinuities at the samples beginning 
and end. This can be clearly seen in the example shown in figure 6.3 ·which the truncated 
version of the signal in figure 6.2. These abrupt ends cause errors in the spectral represen-





A window function is zero VallK'<i out,ide of a ccrta.in interval and wh~n applied to 
" "ignal !';in," the result A. zero VA.lne outside of the same interval. When performi llg a 
trllllilform a "window" is inher~lltly present. The probbn is the willdow is not ideal for all 
pll~. Applying" wi IJdow fun~tion which h ... , 81llOOth en<"b re.-\nN" the .'ITOf" in the 
freqnency domain. The charact .. risti ... of variou, , uch function, Me described in table 6,1. 
S1llOOIhillg ",in.low -.'!tlB -fldB :'II""" sitl. Side lohr 
:'\-[aill Maill 10~ level roll off 
"'" '000 (dB/decad width widt.h 
Roctangular( 'Lon") O.8~ 1.21 -1.3 '" HaIJning 1,44 , ~" 00 
Hal1lTll ing U 1.81 -4~ '" Blackman-Harrill 1.62 2.27 ~" '" Exact Blackman 1-61 2.2,'; -67 '" Blachnan 1.M 2.:J ~" 00 
Fl"t top 2,94 ,." -1-1 '" 
There are "1.andord oph."l1' for these windows as well as the option of developing a 
specific window for the tllRk a' hI",u!. Th.., well knO",ll and oftenn&oo windows inclwle the 
·'H.anniwi' and "Hammin£!," wind"""t<, They ",,-e 8imilar in si.md ,ure sin"" the." ".re ha:;ed 
on similar eqnat ions, The Hanning "indovo' is more weful for alLalyzing tralL8irnt 8 wh08C 
l~ngjh is gre".lrr than that of the "indaw as it has a smoother dc'Ca,r rate and is I""s likely 
to hay" dif'<'ont. in nitiH>; at. the ends!"I, The difference in throo typical window func tion is 
seen in figure 6.'1 where" rc't"u.gul", _ Bl",'km"I~Harris "nd H".1l1LilLg WilLtlOW are plol ted 
On I.h" s" me graph. 
G.a 'Vindo\\" func t ion" 
Figll'·~ !i .4. niff~rcnl lyP<" of window [llneli,"". lili ~l"'"~t.J by .\tATLAB. ,,",or 
2.'>(1) pujol< 
Choosing a window is made "imple' when examining t hcir d,"r"'''"ristic response. figure 
6..';, which iIl""t.r" t"" the FOLlrier tron,fonn (f, .. ]"",iti", froquenciesj of a general ,",indo .... 
nllli.,tion. the wi",jow funet. ioH redu",,, the spcctral leakage. The width of the ",,,inlohe 
limits the froq11COCY resolution of (he windowed signal, moaning the ahilily 10 ident.ify 
closely "paced frequencies improves as the lobe width narr"", • . TI,e choice of ,,·hieh fllllctioll 
to apply is " docisioll basod on the trade off between the main lobe width and .ido lobe 
levels. 
To ilh",trMe t.hi. a . in!l,1c 50 Hz .iHe wave i, shown in figure 6.0 and the FFT of thi, 
waye is seen along side it in figure 6.7. The FFT was implemented by lakin!'; 0 direct. p<Jint 
,ransformation. The FFT of a ,tel' wave;" .hown in figLlre 6.9 next, W the ocigina.1 w",,., 
input (figure 6_1l)_ 
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Figure 6. ~ . ""'<[\l enc)' l'f'SJl'l1_ of a windm,' funclxlIl highlighl ing ii, main 
cllaracle,i, lic. IHl 
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Th~ F IT of bot h of these signRlR ,hows t he "pft.Ce l)<'lw""n point. and how " pie","wis" 
liM"r curve is £itt",1 \e) t&!!l . ZcrC) padding tIK- time domain sign.] io ""hi ~vf'<l by addin~ 
zeros to the end of the "ignai, "Iter applyilJg \ h~ winucr.,- function. in an effort to iner",",", il" 
je"gth while "'"mriug that no disrolltinuity i5 introd"",,,,,!. Iner~"~ing lhe numbcr of points 
availahle to he trans(orme;] 1, ~no>ficial '" au FFT tmll5fonns K points to N point" without 
iIler~ahln~ th~ frf'qu""Q' range. So the more points in the time UO<Ha;n t bf, morc sam.pJe;; 
available in the 5p<Xiliro frequency range. The r"""]ts of padd ing th~ .ignal "''' "hown (or 
both the ,iue \Vav" awl lbf, ,tep '''lYe in figur{'S ruo and C. U . I nsl~~tI of tho ITr<'gular 
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F igure 6.10. FFT of the oi"" """'" wilh "1"0 Fig""' · n. 1 I. FFT vI the ot.ep ",av" v.-it.h UID 
p'udill.!! pMding 
The application of the wiudo"" function noticeably reduces the "ide loh<) levd, in I·h~ 
sine wave tran.«ormation (""" figure H.12). Tl""", I «'huiq Ll"", winuow funclion anu padding 
wer~ ,,-,eel when ~llalF.i nj( tho) r<"<tl£(lf'<.l , ij(ual" 




, 100 "'" "" .OJ "'" "" 700 
' '"_1'''-) 
FIgnrc n.12. I'FT of th~ "Ill<' ww" Wlth rem produ'« alLJ 
a ",ilLJu.· applied 
The output of t he FF1 had to be adjusted (by an amplitude ",,""ling fOLin.-) I.u """"lUll, 
for all the adjus'menl,s maae 1.0 (he raw ,bl.a (windowing a.nd zero-padding), 
6.1 Patt.prn J"('cognition 
)'[A1'LAB I'nlVide" a OMie fUIK1 iu" called ,'""H'f' (,,'OO!< cUlTelal io"), w hirh can be 11.-> to 
estim~te the normalised cro.>s rorrela.tioll between two signal", defined as 
E{(,r,,-.f)(y;' ",-m } 
(fUI) 
where 
similarly for y (6.12) 
and E is the expected value operator. x a"d y are two stati<.l1Iery I'I'O<"_S and", a dellly_ 
1'hL~ eolim"l.eo the CIOAA carrel"lion betweell t...-o oignal!; by holding olle signal stationary 
a"d "lowly oved"pping I,he ot.her ana al e~rh "IeI' ael<11min"" how "i",il"I t.hey.ur ",I lhal 
point. When applied to discrete signals the calculalion is 
(R,l.1) 
where j is the t ime index a"d '" is the delay, Equation (6_J:J) resemole:< ,~",volution except 
the dellominator which is used to normalize the result between -1 and 1. If the value of Co 
is I the two "ignals are identic~l and -I means they are identical but one io imllrtOO, 
III order I. 0 muk I. he degree of ronrhtioll presented by two tdgn~ls the cak-ulated eOlTelation 
,..a>< ronverted into ~ perrent,,,,,,e "nd ~p1H. inl.o dadles bel ween 10 ~nalOO. Ttl apprrd~"e 
6.4 Pattern recognition 
the meaning of a certain % correlation figures 6.13 - 6.17 are presented. They show different 
signals at their peak lag position(Le where Cxy(m) is at its maximum), see section 7.3.5 on 
how the lag affects the correlation value, and their respective correlation percentages. 
Another method of characterization calls for stretching the signal horizontally and com-
paring them. In this study, however, only vertical manipulation was employed to normalize 
the functions. 
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0.4 raUen, recognition 
Figure 6.13. C()nel~lion vall'" of 20 % F igure 6.14. Coc,.lation val"., of 40 % 
Figure 6.16. C"'T.bt;"n valu. of 60 % 
:3 r i 
-' 
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Fig"r .. 6.17. Cmrebholl ".lue oj 80 % 
7 Analysis Procedure 
7 .1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the steps taken during analysis. It is structured to reflect the order 
in which analysis was carried out and explains the reasoning behind each step. The first 
section discusses the explosion's blast wave and particle expulsion. The next section is a 
description of the digital signal processing that took place, going into details about the the 
filter, and corrective transfer function. 
7.2 Blast waves and shocks 
7.2.1 Explosion timeline 
Using the VOD mentioned in the literature as well as equation (2.5) a timeline for the 
explosion was modeled to demonstrate the position of the shockwave and particles as a 
function of time. It also helped clarify which process was being viewed (molecular break-
down, reconstitution, particle expansion, etc) 
Table 7.1. Table of measured diameters for each charge 
mass 
Mass (kg) Diameters (mm) Average </J (mm) 
0.02 30, 35 32.5 
0.04 40,40,40 40 
0.06 45,45,45,40 43.75 
0.08 50, 50, 50, 45 48.75 
0.1 50, 55, 53, 54, 50 52.125 
Using the average diameters given in table 7.1 the expansion phase time for different 
SOD and masses was calculated along with the distance traveled in that time. These values 
were used to construct table 7.2. 
7.2 Blast waves and shocks 
Table 7.2. Particle traveled distance and times 
Mass (kg) SOD (m) Radius (m) Time(JLs) 
0.02 2 0.2059 297.1 
0.02 8 0.1413 217.4 
0.04 2 0.2594 373.1 
0.04 8 0.2594 373 
0.06 2 0.2969 424.3 
0.06 8 0.2970 424.3 
0.08 2 0.3268 467.8 
0.08 8 0.3268 467.8 
0.1 2 0.3521 503.4 
0.1 8 0.3520 503.4 
It was initially to be used to determine the time cut off point in the analysis of charac-
teristics involving the primary peaks in the signal. This was to ensure the peaks looked at 
could be related to certain stages of the blast and dismiss other events (such as particles 
making contact with the antenna or passing through the loop). In all cases except for the 
2m and 20g shot the distance traveled during the fireball phase was less than the SOD. 
The peaks in the 1st setup did occur before the fireball phase had ended, see table G.!. 
Using discretion the cut off time for all shots was set to 0.3 IDS. 
7.2.2 Shock wave arrival time 
The possibility of signals picked up by antennas near blasts being attributable to the blast 
wave moving the antennas is not unreasonable. An antenna moving inside a magnetic field, 
such as the earth's magnetic field, will result in a signal generated on the oscilloscope. To 
ensure that this was not the case an algorithm was written to determine the estimated 
time of arrival for blast waves from different charge masses and SOD. Equations (2.7) and 
(2.8) were then substituted into equation (2.6). The resultant integral was approximated 
through numerical quadrature. The quadrature formula used was based on Simpson's rule 
fb h Ja f(x)dx ~ 3" [f(xo) + 4f(xd + f(X2)] (7.1) 
and used to implement a composite numerical quadrature algorithm - the results of this 
integration are seen in the table 7.3. 
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'l'"bl~ 1.3. l'able , howi ng the ""timatOO ",riYal lime for bWst "',wes at defined SODs for a s<t 
choYg< m""" 
I Chflrge M88S (kg) I SOD (m) I Tilllil (s) II Charge MMs (kg) I SOD (m) I Time (s) I . 
0.02 , 0,0034 (j.l , 00023 
0-02 , OJ)090 0' 4 0.0074 
om " 00148 0' 
, 0.0130 
0,02 , 0,0206 0.' , 0.0187 
Only vaiu,," for the small""t and lari'!'s t =s were tabulated, and thi, shaws thllt in 
th<> ro:t.remes ( l COg aI, 2m away) the arriyal time is 2.3ms. All record" from t he t l'><ting hod 
a time span of O,UIll:l from t he det""tlOn of the Ii!':ht from the bl""t. An~' hlgnals anal~'sed 
t he .... fore occurred before the hla!;t wave had time to l"f'""h the ~ntenn"-. Thf'[efore removillg 
the p<lS,ihility t h at the a"te""as mOyillg in the earth's m¥nel>c field was t he cause of t he 
'i)\llal8. 
7.3 Processing 
T he raw data " 1l.'l in the form of a comma "epc'lIated value (csv) file and analyzp.<l in 
1IATLAD. In tot"J four data set8 " 'ere S"YOO, throe from the flll(,mllM ~nd 'me heillg the 
light sensor, The oscilloscop e was configured to lliwe a cenain amount of pre-uigger data 
and the 8iKnal "'lIS C"fltured on"" ( he light oen.sor cro~ the threshold r,et hefore fi r ing. 
An owrlay of a ",aled light siiD",1 ill seen Oil top of i18 OOlTas POHdillg waveform. 
n". (0) "" 
Fi lPlce 7.1. Sc..W light 800< ",,,day<J "n a raw 'igIla!, indicat ing the 
trigger jXlint 
E"ch "hot had {wo colulllns. OUf' fur the time aud the ot he.- "ith the yoltage reading" 
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7 .3 P r ocessing 
frOlll too oscilloscope. InsiJe .\lATLAB the ra.w _, igMb were interrogated to determine 
'"(\rious cha.a~'teristies_ Before any actual analysis the en .. dnta was treated, see figure 7.2 , 
with too digitally created inyerse tnu",fer functioo to reduce the cin'uit 's eff~'<-t and then 
a. filt er was applieJ t.o ba.nd limit the signa.! IIlld red""" too nr>i6<, eontent. At stage :2 of 
this process the signal was said to be "compensated" and at tho stnge 3 too sigIllil was 
"compcllMt<ld !lnd band_limited'. 
Raw lignal 
1 
---> -l 1"'0' illter 
(300Hz -500kHz) 
2 S,cond,,~ mt,r 
(300hz -80kHz) 
J 
The mngllitude eff<)(1; of the digital I"'oceo;sing '" I"'ffit'llted in Iigl1'ffi 7.3 _ 7.5. Figure 
7.3 shows how tho magnit ude of low kHz frequoncies is boosted by too circuitry. Figure 
7.4 shoorll the magnitude of the fr"l.uency re"poust' of the ill""rse filter. Figure 7.5 show" 
the combinc-d frequency re,po" "", of the ~ircl1itry and digital pr~ing_ The combined 
rffiPOnoe i1l a. bandpass fi lter vdth a. flat. resPOll"" from 300Hz to 80kHz. 
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Figure 7 •• ~. F'roquenq re, po""" of the <:Olllple ~e proceAA 
7.:) Pr·()r""".,,'e',"-____________ _ 
The final end to CIld result shows that over the speeified band width the signals we", 
mnltiplied hy 1, cn.,urin)( they w~re not. "lkred ill shape or magnitude during the digital 
processing. When taking the 'ignaj back into the time domain a band-limited 'igllai "ho""., 
"""'illation' b""",1 on t.he hA.r"ll'.-idth of t.he filter. Thf' O6cillaUons usnaJ.ly occur at a fuc-
quellCy eqnal to the cent~I frcquCll("Y of tho band. 
The I'rcqUCllCy 'j)e<'trum w .... ruJ."lyzed through an FFT. A pattcrn ro:~>gnition function 
,,"aa used in the time domain to inspe<{ '4\na.l, from id~n,ir"l hla.,ts as well as check for 
traiM ill ot.her , itn",I,ions, Using equation (6,10) from signal Pl"r"'","'ing the ' ignru ellr·rgy· 
rdeased by each bl""",, w"' r"lrnlMed and ~=mined to determine if ~v rdation"hip ""'''-' 
present, 
7.:1.1 IllY"l"b" i'ulldioll 
Tho frequency tnm.'fo.r fnnct,ion r&.<nltin..o; from the circuitry is shown in fig= 5.13 and 
;',14. This function w"" inverted lilld appl>cd to thr., re<'.ord"d ,i)(ll"k The correction was 
m"de h.,t,ween JOOH.· and 500kJi:!, This dC<TcaM the magnitude in the klW kHz tonge "nd 
lx>of;t.-d bot h low freqnency ruJ.d high l'rt.:juency content, Cubk interpolation wa" performed 
over a ,pe<'ific"(1 range of freqllelldet< . "'I",re the d"M, w .... UII1"eliable the intcrpoiation "''''' DO 
longer valid and the ",sults ",ere seen all"n ext.rapolation. Inverlin)( the result introdnced 
erroneous tails highlighted in figure 7.6. The tails did not alfeet the pror"""ing as on U", 
Cel,t-er portion of Ihe fi l,,,,r "; .... used, 
Anothor comprHLellt ".,.., t he pha"" rorreet,ion (fi)(Hre 7.7). "".hich h"" an effect in the time 
domain. This changed the owrall shape of I,he ' igml, "".hi~h "ffeel.ed "n the correlations 
making this correction imperative to the ,tOOy. Viewing the signal bcneath the nol"" floor 
j., difli~nll hnt " )(t>~"tol @"pe i, pro?6fmt and is ililferent from an nnfiltered raw ' ignal, an 
e"ample of an unfiltered raw 'hot b _ n in fi)(Ure IUO. Appendix H ha., "lithe raw data 
soots, 
·Thi<- """ 'IIY;' t~" ""<Ig:. tMt ""'--' coptUT«l J,y t ho ""teo",. ",><I "" Iy ,~''''''' ''' ~ roc!.""' of If-<> ,,,,,,I 
F.~J "',..-gy ,.. 1 ...... t>y U", .xpl,,,;u., 
,----- -_ .. 
• • !, 
~ , 
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7 .3.2 Filter 
An inver", transfer fUllcti<Jll was applied in t he frequency domain and tl,en n,e signal Wa$ 
transformed b"rk imo I."" I.ime <Iom".in Ilsing "', inveTOO fosl. Fu",'",,' I r.'I.ll.Sform (IFF T), The 
~~ll "ration of the inverse function was di>cu"",d in se<:"tiou 5.5, Sinc<c t hesc t<JSt condition8 
were not exactly the sarne as th,""" in pR'yious studies Ihere,,~ no p,.,,,lel.ermin.-..l "pper 
rut-off fre<'jueney (ju~). The inil iaJ Jup ~."" r!~lermined by looking at the pre-trigger dat" 
prefICnt iu all I he shut ... an example of this data is in figure 7X All FFT W,,"' performer! 
un just the pre-trigger dM"; t hi8 hPJp/'rl tu 'lenl,ify the level of t he noise spc'<:"trum and 
p,-*siJ,le inl.erfe-ling signals unrelated to the explo.<;ion. Figure 7.9 "hows thfo ma!Q1itllde of 
the FFT of t he p:ro-trigg~r data shoWTl in ligur~ 7,R 
}'igur€ 7 .S. Pre-~ri&~er s.i~nal 
FilPlre 7 .9. FIT of the P~\riggcr ,ignal 
7.3 Proe""i,j!,; 
There WfIS a consistent. spike ""'n between 2MkHz which was "If rihllted to a ncarby 
bcacon which seemed to bc trllIlhlnift.ing. O",tl",yinp; thi s FIT on the raw oignal FFT it 
""" he ,een that ,'","taln hi!\h /rC<jllCncy contcnt was "r",,,lt, of t,he ,mromJdings and no/. 
thc CVl'nt. 




, "- • , ' 
" " F~;;" 1""1 
00' ,,' 
FigurG 7.10. chls~7 SlgnallIl and pre-Inf!:ge.- d~t~ fil 
Using this knowlf'(]ge the I"p "''''' set, j",t, belo", most of thc high frequency noi"" ~t 
200kHz. Applying the I""ud limiting filter resulted in ~ vast impI'ovement in the ability 
to 001' an underlying 'ignal hut SOlle shots still showed a large amoulll of high frequency 
contcnt. Pcr;;ollill judgmcnt and trial and erI'OI' I'OS"lt."j in the Ie being sct at 80 kHz. The 
lower cut-nil' frequeuey w"-, a resnlt of t.!:.-. "ir""it" limitation~, Dming ciNOuit, tef<Ung it. 
was fouoo that, helow JOOH, t,he ""('ur~<",\' of me,.;urclllCnts WfIS qu",tional,le d"e to the 
me~sminl\ t",'hlli,!"'" "se<L The filwr "'at; thcn band limited betw<,<,n JooHz ",,,I ~OkHz. 
Thi, allO"--ed fCO" ,uitabk idcntification of an cw,nt and provided ",iz ~bl e bond of frcqucuc>cs 
to inve;tigate. The final function applied to all the data WM a {'()llhin~tion ofthc filter and 
invc,.,., frequency. This magnitudc portiun of thi> !ulldiun i, ""'-'" in fig-me 7.11. Taking 
thc band-limited filtcr into thc time domain ,bows the dI'mit r""pon"" to "" impul"" input 
and provides a l,aooline ,igMl ",ith whkh to "o<"p~re the rCCCO"dcd data. 
7.3 Processing 
""I 
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'Figll"~ 7, 1 1. The magnitude PM! of ttw co!.Jjbill~tioo function ".!>plied 
to . be raw .ign~", 
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7.3 Processing 
7.3.3 Time domain analysis 
The pressure wave from an explosion is sometimes analysed for pulse width, rise and fall 
time. This kind of analysis was attempted in this project on the electromagnetic readings. 
There was a problem with the implementation as the algorithm could not handle the 
high oscillations in the signal. The oscillations caused calculation errors as they gave false 
readings in terms of waveform shape, full details are given in Appendix G, and was not used 
in final analysis. The correct approach when dealing with signals with such a great deal 
of oscillations is to look at their envelope. Instead of focusing on the smaller oscillations 
drawing a curve that encapsulates the wave form allows for a more realistic and accurate 
determination of its characteristics. This method was not employed for the project as it 
lay outside of the project's scope. 
7.3.4 FFT 
A discrete Fourier transform was applied to the data to determine the frequencies of interest. 
The actual technique used was the discrete Fourier transform implemented through a FFT 
algorithm. 
The standard FFT was insufficient to make any judgments because it did not provide a 
fine enough resolution. To overcome this problem a window function was applied to reduce 
spectral leakage and the signal was zero padded. The Hamming window applied had a wider 
main lobe but considerably smaller side lobes. See figure 6.11 and 6.9 for a illustration on 
the effects of these processing techniques. 
7.3.5 Pattern recognition 
The correlation function was applied after filtering to determine the presence of a pattern. 
The purpose of checking for a correlation after filtering is that prior to filtering the corre-
lation value is non-representative because of the noise present. Band limiting provides a 
smoother and more appropriate view of the event. 
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•• 
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• •• ... 
-..... 
l=1=:::! . - -"-,-", .. -,.,.~-, .. ,,,-, .. ---- - •• 
Fi~e 7 .12. Ori~in~i o,'cri(l.p of m,,· ,"gn~l, 
Figures 7.12 and 7.1 :) "how b"nrl. limit.ed sign" I, before and after t.he lag adj ustment 
mod figure 7.14 shows how the rorrda.tion ~,>Cf!icient "ari", with ia.,; p'<Jition . 
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F I);'." ~ 7. U. COrl'ciMlOn m.,lIiclffits far diflerenl pot;<l j()lj" 
of o" crbp 
Si",-", IXlth signals wcre 25(X1 point" i)) "",gr,h the tn",,1 number of slide positio"" i>< 
doubled. T h., pHW""" in.,ol",,, sliding one sign,,) 0"= m~)tller [mm end t" cnrl. Figures 
7.15,7.16 and '7.17 SllOW two l:illrloms signals at t he st.art. during and at the e1Ld of the 
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Figure 7.l7. Sl):lllil po<IIllOUS at end of xcorr 
7.3 Processing 
This analysis was performed on mechanically similar shots - that is for shots where the 
same mass and SOD was used. It was also used to compare the pattern from the same 
event across different channels. 
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8 Results 
8.1 Introduction 
The results chapter comprises of two sections, Preliminary and Primary data. The pri-
mary data is then further subdivede into: circuit compensation (describing the effect of the 
digital signal processing), visual inspection (a discussion on the visual traits of particular 
signals and how they relate to the testing), characteristic frequencies (describing the fre-
quencies containing the majority of the calculated energy), Energy dissipated (illustrates 
the relationships between the calculated energy and the SOD from the charge) and finally 
waveform shape (the results of the pattern recognition). 
8.2 Preliminary data 
The preliminary data were not used to make any comments on the actual waveform char-
acteristics. The data were used to highlight any testing issues as well as provide a testing 
ground for the analysis procedure. All waveforms captured by the loop and recorded by 
the oscilloscope are the compensated signals with the complete set of preliminary data is 
in Appendix C. 
8.2.1 February - BISRU 
As mentioned in section 4.2 the first round of testing was recorded with an oscilloscope 
and was conducted in conjunction with another test being conducted at BISRU labs and 
utilized electrical detonation. The first graph (figure 8.1) shows the raw signal. The 
secondary pulses were put down to either reflections from the chamber walls, the wave 
interacting with some other metal content inside the blast room or the shock wave moving 
the loop. This series of data was band-limited to 100kHz after compensation. The signals 
were digitally treated then taken back into the time domain. The first millisecond was then 
selected and transformed back into the frequency domain producing the FFT seen in figure 
8.3. 
The filter also more clearly demonstrated that the events recorded were starting before 
the light was detected as the pulse starts before the Os point. The fact that teh signal starts 
before the explosion was assumed to be a result of electrical detonation. This was best seen 
in shot 8, figures 8.2 and 8.3, but the trend was found in all shots recorded that day . 
11.2 P,· eli,uj""ry d"l." 
,L 
.',-------,,:'------;'--------,.-------c.;-------,.;-------'";-------.,' 
Tor- (. ) , " ' 
Loop A''''''''A , hOI a FFT pool P'OOoss;ng 
0.~, __ ------__ ;_--""""c:;C""""-',,-'''''''''--------------
! ""-
t .". j 
0.'" 
• ~~----•• ,;-----T~~~,',~----T----~.,,;_----,,------;.,.,----; 
F ig" re 8.3. Tim" domain &Ild fr"'Ju=cy dom&in a ft« processing 
8.2 i'reliminary d.C"'<C'~ _______________ _ 
8.2.2 l\'][;'-ch _ RTSnlJ 
T he "~rolld m",,<1 of testing ",as capable of recording for " 100000er p .. x~"ll"""a"",, of I.h" PCI 
ca<d being used. The AOC "'lI:< "sed in cOlLjundion witb the oscill=pc. Thes~ rcronlim(s 
had the same peak acti\ity j",1"-.etL 21111 ~Ild 2,J.llkIIz ",,<1 i, illwtratcci in figure 8A. 
ti,; sIlol l 
Tim.. (s) , ,oJ ' 
FFT Oishol 
'"O<r-~~-~~~-~~-, 
e,L :" "' 0,0 1 1,· , " Frequoro:;y (Hz) 
For a differelll ,eci ... of tc.ts in the same IIHl<L\h "current. ebmp w~' ~ttarhe<1l.o the 
det,,,natioD wires. This mablcd th~ establishment of a more ""curate rdahlnship between 
l he detonation method and signals rcccin <l. Fillur..,; ~.5 alld ~.6 ,.,)U)W Shelt. two os detected 
by the loop. as ",ell as the comparison betwecn th~ curr"nt clamp and hlp .il(Ilab" This 
illfheate, the ringing """n by the loop correspond, in lim~ with the ' ignals sl'kn by the 
C'ln' .. ,,1 damp all t.he detonation wire<. This help« areonn! for the ,econdary pul'~s seen 
ill pwvio1\s alld . Ul""'IU .. "t test~. 
1<.2 Prdi11linal"~' data 
" 
, _ ___ --""=,,':onte<lna oller proc • • ..,~, >hoI,,~ _____ , 
" 
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Fi8'ure 1\,6. Clamp ",nd Shot vicw 
H.2 PI'~ liminary data 
H.2.:1 September - Langebaan 
I'he only t""ting canic<l 0111. pr~lr 1. 0 1. h~ Paarderfcmlein series withont ck'Ctrical <letonal iCln 
"...,. eonduci ad at LallgcbaalllUilitary h,,,,e. FigurA 8.7 "nd 8.8 l"f'pIef'ellts the typical. signals 
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Fil(Ure 8.7. COlllpoen .... '''') " nd l)l<nd_limi\.d ,ign ~l 2. T.Clop allt..nn~ 
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Figur" 8.8. Compen""J.ed a1l(i baJld-litnited ' igno.l 13, Loop ,,-nt.. nna 





Figure 8.9, ComfX"''''~\c<:I !l.Jlr! oo.ml-limileci aignaJ 14. Loop an\"" ' k~ 
M"" I; of the "hots "'ere deemed as having not picked up signal" ,,-, t,hey all showt'd high 
frequency content with no diffc",miatkm before or after the blast. T hose shot,; that did 
have a d iscernible even~, confirmed (hal; wffiething could be received from a. m"'hani('al 
detonation. 
8.3 Primary D ata 
The data rolle<'l cd at P""ucrfontcin mooc up the primary dat a. set" Although a ll "hots 
were inve:;\ i!';a.ted pmticuhr shots MC presented to better convey the main points in each 
",,~ -tiOIl, All "hot, from the analysis arc presented in Appendix II. 
8.3.1 Effect of Circuit compensation 
The inverse function not only afI'ect,>(\ Ihe ma~tudc of certain frcquclicies but also the 
phase. This meant (hat t he !I.""eraJ time domain shape of the "ignal was alt,ere<!. The 
fuurtK:>n (""" fi!l, ,rc 7.6) also increased the high frequency noise, whkh huried what was 
perceived to be the signal of interest. The "rr,d of t,he c'ircuit compensat ion and band 
limiting is seen when comparing the raw flignal (fi,iI,,,rc ~_ I O) t o the compensatro "igllal 
(figure R,12) to the m mpenSll,too and hand-limited signal in (figure R.14). All the Si!l,llals 
are aN'ompl!.n icd by t heir FFT rcpresentat iollil (figure lUI, fi!l,1Ire Kl:~ alld figure 8.15) 
ordered accordingly 
The a.pplication of the filt,e!' rednced the ambient noise to acceptable lew·l" and in >lOme 
11.:1 Primary Data 
ill;t ... "'''', was fo() effect ive it ,hm"ed 8i)lllab bllri",1 Lmlet " gr~at de&J. of ooi,"". In shot 33 
of d'"lln~ll, figure" ~.16 and 8.17 tbe filter helped renoov,"," Si)lllif,,,,,"t. "nWllnt. of high 
froquenc)' content niter (l~rr,,_ 
The 1i1t.., .. alf,O allowoo the event to be ",,,,n cle<lll~'- ill ",""L~ ,,,.,"'" ,.h~ ;tml or eud could not 
be accurately idC'lll.ifie<l bllt. " ft .. .. applyiug t.he lilt.er these voint" lx~'mne T1~.lre " Ppat'~llt_ 
Shot. 40 originally appeared to h,we little illf""matiou. liglll"e 8. 18, bnt when filtered the 
"light ... i-,~ ill yolt., and barely vi:ibk, pattern ch=ge is vi8ible j,m. aner deumath}u. Thi, 
level of cl<llity "'''"' import."n!. for (le!.etmining!.he energy dissipat oo by the C'vent. 
_____________________________________ "'."',_P' ,-irll"r:>- n"t" 
. .,r----~-- __ ~-~a:.:':-~'~.":.,'~-_----_----, 
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l'i!(ur~ 8.12. Compen ... W signal. hM jtl("r<'ased high fl"€q1.Ml<)' cont~nl 
Filj"nr~ S. 1:1. FF"T of ("(llHp<"1l"'~lffi sign..!. p .. "kl"l and wind"".ed 
S.:I Pri",ary n"t" 
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Fi!,:"'" 8.14. Comp.,ubl<Led ~ILJ bauJ-limited Oigll.i 
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1'i"ur~ 8.1S . Raw rignal.j.() 
• • 
Ti"", ,., 
i',.:{ Pri",ary Data 
" . ~
8.:1 P,·i,,,,,,·.\' Da l"", ______ ____________ _________ _ 
In fi&ure 3.8 thc tbrcc alltcllll;\> are sho,,'n in lh~ir I·e,n ... tup. Cha.nnel one is the green 
loop , two is the orange (which was Iat~.r re-ori~.llt .. tod) and fina.lly channel:; is thc purple 
loop. In iJ,cneral signal,' appe'l,fed to he of Iov>' magnilude, ,,·iT.h .. g ... · .. 1 d~aJ of noi", on 
lop of" low fr,-ql!eney diotmban('e. The impulse response of" fi lter i, clct.crmincd from 
thc IFFI of thc fi lter fun<'tion. Th~ hendiT. of _ ing the lill.er in the lime domain (fig""e 
R20) io that T.he gellf'.rru elfect, ofthe fi lter can be viewed mrl compan'd to th~ re~~>rcl",l 
siiJ,llal •. 
'-"i·""·_· _____ -O",~~O,',',ilte",,'~=,~=' ______ , 
o " 
-, '-------:-- , 
Figure 8.20. jjo'l'T of lilte!', x-ax;" i, in "'-'COIld, 
• ,., 
There WlIIl I>!"g,ligibk 'llui\arity to th<o jmpuh~ r,,"pom~ of the fi lter, ind i""1 ing thm th~ 
eW.llt heing r..corded could DOt t.c <lCCur .. tcly modeled as a" impulse function, A s"mpl~ 
01 t he fill daTa..,t are jll ... ",nted in th~ fo l101>.' ing liguf,,", Fig"""" R21 and R22 !lJ"e some of 
the first mots rocorded ,>I Paardcrfoutein. After clctonation at t ime 0 a 1-"""k or trough is 
present that tapers off awr timc. 
lel l'rimary Oat ... 
:r 
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• , ~ , 
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Fi~urc 8.22, Channel .• hoI9 
Howev..- noj. ~ll "igMI< Were as easi~v deiICriboJ. In channell. shot 17 seems to "Iarl 
before the blast (figure 8.23)' 19 seerna to only Lave pickoo np ambit'nl noi"" (figure 8-24) 
and 25 only regi<t~rs an evenl, ai, O,Un," (figure 8.2.';), Th""" are only" few of the differences 
"p01l.e.! when nler~l:v in"I><,,<;1 iug 1 h~ signal by eye. the full serica ofahots can be found in 
Appendix R 





Fi!I;ure ~.2:J. Ch",ulell oho~ 17 




8.3 Primary nil!.,' 
, 
, .. , 
h)l;ur~ 8 .21">. Ch~nIlf'l shot 25 
II. "hallllel 2 a si!\nal """ only picl<cd IIp alter shot 12 (figure 1l.26), whell the adj nstmcnt 
to the antcnnru; orient at ion ""&/1 made, dioclL'sed ill "",·tion J.3. All the shots prior to shot 
lJ (fi~ Llre 8.27) looked identical to figure ~.26. 
, ! 
,> 
>' , • , • T_I. ) • • 
8.:J P'-;"''''-.'' n"",',"' ________________ _ 
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Figure 8.27. ChlUln~12 ,]00\ 13 
Aftcr looking at the "JlOlllalO\lS sho l~ in rhanud 1 it, was ~",pected that for the same 
shots the other channels might havc registered SUlIlf>lhing similar Imuds , This WR.. not 
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Fi~c~ 8.29. Ch!>Jone\2 . bot 25 




It is interesting to note that channel I and cillll.mel 3 picked up almOoSt the same signal 
!!"tten, iu " "ignilkant nuwber of .hots. Thi. is hig hlighted in oe<"tion 8.3.6 hut a good 




Fig .... " S.:IO. Ch.nnel 1 ~ 8 Fi~re 8.31. ClwlIlPl 3 Mot 8 
il. 3 P rimary Daw 
.'\.:-!.:-! Charact<,;ri~tic frequencies 
A c<>",plfl"ifiOn of the 'igna.ls in the frequency domain k·d to the eoncl'L.ion that within the 
band being viewed t he frequenci efl of ime,.,,,,t. w..-e in the kHz rangc, these can be seen in 
H.295 ""d lL100 foc nxa",ple. Th" peaks "ith tl>c m""imum pow"," we", ,ingi"'] out and 
p loUe<! ill figure 8.32. 
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F igUTe 8 .32. Plot d all t he reM< ~ foe .",,1 dU!Jmd and 81101_ 
The ,tatistic"1 inform.t'.on of this plot has been tabulated to sheM' thc avcra!if' frequeue)' 
and t he dcyiatKIIl for each channcl. 
Table 8. 1. D~la 00 P"~" fr<q uend ... 
I Ori~inal Adj,e,ted 
Channel Aver"i(c l'n~l St"nri o.v eh.nnel A \"erage Fr"'l. Stand DC'.· 
, , 43.5 kHz 36 kHl , 4G.~ kHz ~!J kHz , 12.5 kH, 13kH. , 2.1.il kHz 2·1 kHz , 27.6 kH. 30 kJh ., :12.C kHz 30 kHz 
Th variation in r,,"ult.' for ea.,h "hauuel is not wholly a.ccolli,tcd for but di'l"u",ed in 
fhe or-InLtions. Chapter 9. Table 8.1 is separatru into two ~rouP'l. T he h t ~HJUp W"" 
evaluated ,e,iug "II the data points ,,·hile the 2nd group had any "crron""u," , point s re"',,,'.'(\ 
before deten"in1ng thc standard deviatiou and avernge valucs. The elToneous points that 
Wf"I"e rf'mO"\-e<! from the rai"nliition Wl're in fart the O-\"alucd peaks. 
\n OOTJle ca."." the frequenry "onta.iniu/( the l(U"gAAt amount of f>O"·cr w"" at OHz. This is 
ICI Primary Da ,a 
d'acactcrL~(ic of". "t~p input ",lien transformed (see section 6.3). Th~ dominllllt sh"p" of 
the signal reeeived hy {he ""tem", may hm.., "ppeared ah a ~(ep w,we. 
8.3 .4 Energy relat ionship 
8 .3 .5 SOD vs Energy 
It was ot-rved {hat as {he SOD increases the power received by the "ntenn .. deere"""'. 
The relationship was assumlld 00 mUm<' a powcr fuuction ~llrye of the form ~ from the 
pow~r d", .. ity rt'l"tionship or th~ ? rt'lationship from th~ HopkinSOlL" sealing law. where "' 
is the distance from the source. Thc follo",iu,g curve:! were fitted to the data and evaluatoo 
1.=ed on how well they apprmdlllJl.ted the d" t". 
,\l>d th e other 
" y = x' (8.1 ) 
(S.2) 
In previous work the equation fitted to the power m over SOD was of the form log(y) = 
-4' /og(x) + D. Th~ differ~n~ betwren this and th""" curves fittoo i~ m~rely ,he d.,gree 
of freedom ,,Jlowed in the fittinll· In Adushkin"s "nicle 011 b'Urf""" explCtliolls[l7] the author 
had two COllst.ants. a"nd b wherea .. (he curv,," l>eing Ii"ted in this thesis had only one. 
The curves titted to the 60g and lOOg data points in both channels 1 and 3 are pr..,.,ntoo 
in figures 8.33 _ 1(40, 00 ill"etrate h ow c10Ae ~(!,Ch curve litted the d" t". The full collection 
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Figure 8.39. COll,1<In1 ill."" of tOO:!. ch",n" .1 Figure 8.40 . Con, l an! ill."" o f tOOg. channd.1 
8.3 Primary Data 
The collection of t hese CUI'VC8 were plotted between 2m ann 4m 10 "nOW for a better 
view of I))., dhow "f <.1 ... cu",,,,,. ll,- pn"enling just a small portion of the curv"" Iheir 
relationship with each other w ,,", more dooely an"lyzed. 
. , I~ ,I ~ 
; --
Figure 8.41. Filled eillY"" for dltWtll€ll 
i 
" " M 
Fi:.;uce 8.H. Fitted ellI>'" for ch=.nel3 
Figura< 8AI and 8.42 are 100 "'!uaroo wlationship curves fur both channell and 3. Dat" 
from the 20g shot" were not litted because there wus insuflieknt li8"bk data j)<)inc •. The 
res ults for curve litting for channel 2 are not p""",nted as they too were doomed unu"".ble 
for "lw h"ving ",,0 few dMa p<Jinl". 
"" . ~ " 
:. --
Figure 8.43. F itted em • .". to ebaH" el I Fi!';1ll"c 8.44. Fitted cur"". to ch~n n~ .3 
Figu"", 8.43 and ~.44 an: Ihe cubit reblior"llip cur."" f,,,- l){)lh cham,..l I and :l. Th 
properly vi"",- the differeuccs bcl.W""Il t,j,.. varying m=e, the jOOg "hot wa. removed and 
the graph wa. focused on a SOD between 2 and 4 mdel'S . 
8.3 I'rim"",, nat." 
, -
Figurc R , 4,~ . loom in on 2 - 4m. I ... lro~ 
-~" 
" 
'C> . I •. , 
- " 
::~------:.- , " . -
F iglll'C ~ ,,1r,. Zoom ill on 2 _ 4m, """ l OOg-
curv" 
Table R.2. COOlic;'~" and,.' and """ 
W ~.f .... OO7 0.67 3.83c-015 
,W 3-<7-007 0,89 8.f>&_016 
('0 3,20-007 0,76 2.72e-015 
ffi ~.2e-007 0.~4 5,30-015 
H" L,e-iXJ6 0.49 2.91e_013 
Table 8 .3. C,,<thcienL, and " and ,.., 
lor channel I, Y = -& 
I \ 1 ," " I ' I , ",., 
W 7.t .. -OO7 o.n 3,11.,.01" 
'" 6.3-<7-007 0.00 ~.3e· 01G ,,--W 6.foe_OO7 OB 2.2~.,.01" 
80 6.2<7-007 0.13 7.Ur-O!.) 
WO 3.60-006 0.52 2.74<7-013 
Tabl~ 8,3 and 8.2 shall'- the coefficients used in gcncrating tho curyCS as well as their fit 
rhar,wt.eri",irs [0.- hot.h t,he ,.qUMed "Jld cubie rebtioru;hip. The lijl;urffi a.kmg side (SA", and 
8.46) a", th e l~t fitt ing cury,," for masse!! betlV~en 2Og- anu SOg. Th~ r "<]ua,ed (""dficient 
o[ d~tcnnination) value soould he ncar j foc a. vcry good fit lind 0 for bad, inversely the 
SSE (sum"'luare of errors) should he near ""rO when" I';oo d fit, is present. The vmy 1"", 
SSE value shoulu be attribut",l to the 10"'- ",,'tUM , -alUffi of the cur"". In effect t/",y ,lloulu 
a ll he regarded without their exponrntial ends. 
8.3.6 '.",,-vdurm shape 
A comp arL<;()ll was mru:le OOtv.""'''' u1ochan ic",lly ideut>cul 8hots from the s!I.llle antellllii t o 
identify if ally wan,wlm patterns were present. For ewry configuration, SOD and charge 
liM". two shot" were fired aliowinK fOl" only a "iu!'Je comparison for eYery ""Illp. T.u.inK 
iu to accmmt all mis-fir"" other errors during testing. tile", were 16 cOJuparioons &yailablc. 
This eomp" .. iOOll w I!.' d Ol,., for ecwh chauuel Md thell & comparison betwren dmnneb W,,", 
cwtied out T ile 00r graphs, figures 8.47 and 8 .4~. show tile total uumbel of "hots in each 
10% band of correlation. Channel8 I awl:1 we"" the plilllmy soutc~ of data si""" channel 
2 hru:llc"" data poillts to work with as the antenna WM re-orie",tated during testing fur ", 
better siganl deteetion. 
! 
i 
Figure 8.47. B,,:r gr~ph ,bo-I\;ing unmh .... of ,imi_ Fignrg ~.48. DB:r !7~1 ohowins numh<r of "mi_ 
btl,- oo,-rebL.d 81,00, larly cocrcl~tcd "hot, 
La.~tly the individnfll"iloI.e from eRclI autenna ,,~ eOlllparoo with their counterpart in 
... !lother antculla. Figu"" 8.49 ~bov;.," how 8iuuiar channel 1 and channel 3 weI<!. 
11. 3 l'rimlU"Y Daw 
an"'nna 1 & :I 
Fig ure 8.40. lin! Kr"ptl , h""'LlI,Ioi ';( ,·o",·j~lj0U u."~""!lJ i"o.li,'-".I,, <'" .hOi< '-,( 
dim""ul"""n n" 
9 Observations 
9.1 Visual inspection 
Inspecting the signals by eye and comparing the waveform shapes to notes made during 
testing, some factors can be accounted for. For example, in channel 2 it was very clear 
that changing the direction in which the antenna faced affected the detection of signals. 
In shot 24 the metal stand upon which the tubing was placed became so damaged that it 
was discarded. From shot 25 (the delayed signal) sand was used to prop up the tubing. 
At the same time an adjustment to the equipment used in recording seemed to have little 
effect. For the large blasts and at greater SOD an additional coaxial cable had to be used 
on channel 3 but this made no significant impact on the signal recorded. 
9.2 Characteristic frequency 
The individual channels picked up different frequencies more regularly than its counterparts. 
Channell had a tendency to see signals in the 70 - 80kHz range, while channel 3 stayed 
lower in the 10 - 30kHz range. This is illustrated by comparing figures H.235 and H.301. 
Channel 2 had too little usable points for any judgment to be made on what kind of 
frequency it was picking up. The difference in the range of frequencies could be put down 
to antenna orientation, refer to section 5.3 for a discussion on antenna characteristics. The 
limited bandwidth studied in this project also impairs the ability to say that the isolated 
frequencies are the only indicators of and explosion of this type but rather confirm previous 
studies in that such frequencies could be found in the kHz range. 
9.3 Energy relationship 
No definitive curve was obtained that could accurately follow the data points. The cubic 
relationship produced the best fitting coefficients which was not unexpected since a higher 
order polynomial often has better curve fitting properties. The 60g and 100g curves were 
the best fitting in both channels with data points being closets to the curve. The energy 
calculated for mechanically similar shots at times had a wide spread and this is very clear 
in the spread of the 80g shots in both channels, Appendix F. The variance in energy output 
could be attributed to the noise levels or variance in explosive energy. 
9.4 Waveform shape 
9.4 Waveform shape 
For this project a correlation above 50% was deemed "good", correlation criteria were not 
mentioned in open literature before. 
Channel 2 data was not used in the correlation since it had a small usable data set. Channel 
I had only half of its comparisons at 50% or more while channel 3 had only three. N otabley 
the majority of channel 3 comparisons were in the 40% band. The correlation between 
mechanically similar shots was therefore deemed to be "unsatisfactory". These statistics 
appear not to favour the idea that mechanically similar shots produce similar waveforms. 
However the data from channell, with approximately half of the shots being well correlated, 
is encouraging and with more accurate equipment and/or testing procedures a larger degree 
of similarity may present itself. The designation of unsatisfactory is a comment on the data 
set and does not necessarily reflect the expected results for similarly conducted tests at a 
later stage. 
9.5 Orientation 
The placement of the antenna made a significant impact only in terms of its own gain 
pattern. This is seen in channel 2, where the antenna was placed with neither its aperture 
being side on nor endfire to the blast. This resulted no signal detection until it was re-
oriented with the aperture facing the charge head on. This was an antenna characteristic 
and not a feature of the event. Channel 2 and Channel I had the same antenna setup but 
were at different angles with respect to the the initiation cord - unfortunately there was 
insufficient data to make any conclusive statements concerning this factor. The correlation 
between Channel I and 3 was very good with only three out of 33 shots being under 50% 
similar. It appears that the location in the azimuthal plane has little effect on polarization 
of the signals. Also since the proximity to the source was much less than the wave length 
observations on the directional properties was not possible. 
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10 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
To control the many aspects affecting the results of signals generated by blast waves is a 
difficult task. But in order to better understand and explain the event it is required that 
each factor be studied individually. This leads to the following recommendations: 
A ntenna and circuitry 
The antennas used were effective over a small bandwidth and were not specifically designed 
for this study, while the circuit was custom made. A complete redesign however is needed 
for the circuit to ensure a flat high gain frequency response over a large band. The loops 
were used because of their ease of construction and previous experience with them. The 
use of a purpose built antenna covering a wide band and with a large amount of gain as it 
seems the signals generated were small, would increase the effectiveness of the study. 
Surrounding material 
A clean environment would remove the dust cloud effect and help isolate the explosive 
particle effect. The surrounding area should not have any particles or material that would 
move under the blast wave action. 
Seismic effect 
The electric seismic effect was removed as an aspect of consideration but to minimize the 
effect the best approach would be to suspend the charge. The height above the ground 
would delay the blast wave interacting with the sub surface water table as the impedance 
offered by the different material (air and soil) would help slow the blast wave. 
Record length 
The record length of these tests was not sufficient to record the full event, this is most 
evident in shot 6 and 7. Recording for a longer time would give a more complete picture 
and ensure significant data is missed. The ideal length would be when the signal has 
returned to the starting level and has ceased fluctuating. 
Sampling speed 
The sampling speed sets the cut-off frequency to which the data can be analyzed. This 
is the nyquist frequency and it is half the sampling frequency. For this project only data 
up to 1.25 MHz could be reliably analyzed assuming all other aspects were accounted for. 
Increasing this limit means a higher range of frequencies can be investigated (MHz) which 
literature states could contain additional information. 
Charge shape 
The balls of PE-4 were rolled by hand and although their diameters were fairly consistent, 
this introduced a human factor. Having moulded charges removes this, allowing for a closer 
relationship between size and effect to be established. 
A ntenna type 
Identifying which field is more prominent, E or H, is important and determining this means 
testing various antenna types and again covering a wider range of frequencies. Establishing 
which type of field holds the most energy also sheds light onto the mechanism of generation. 
Directional monitoring 
Replacing antenna that pick up the general surroundings with a directional antenna would 
allow for the identification of a source of the signals received. That is should there be 
ringing pieces directional antenna could pick this up as one station would get a signal and 
then another as the piece is moving. 
Explosive material 
Different types of explosive have been noted to produce different signals. Testing the 
different compositions of explosives and their relationships to each other chemically could 
also shed light into the generation mechanism. 
Once a clearer picture of the basic event is obtained future studies should introduce real 
world factors. Placing obstacles in the path of the shock wave, between the charge and the 
antenna, would show the effects of foreign material on the signal. Subsurface testing would 
also be interesting as it would more accurately simulate the detonation of land mines. 
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A Transfer functions 
.=-~~~~~-
A i:mJl"fer fm>rt,icm is ,1OOd rKl dfflCrih. I.h~ rh"'l!\" "lHl~x!loUC by a signal when pru;sing 
through a system. in Ihili case a circuit. Assume an input wlll,age, };~, i" •. fUlJdic" of 
fr!'quelley (w) aJld t im~ (I) writtelJ ill ph"""'r notation w; 
and the output yoltage is 
" A j w l Vi" = ,e 
Figure A.1. phMO< dio.gr= ,,/ 
Ir"""!,,r fL:Ilction effect 
The transfer fundion "an then be \i~ ... ed '" the ndor 
h(,-') - A" if Ai " f"2.(j 
Ao _ jO 
A.' fd 
"wikd to the vi" to obtain the v;"',wl!= magnitude is 












The ~,,!!Ct location or the I·e'll. "il" was "",.,.-ued '''lUg CPS. T hese co-ord inate. ",we 2.'i Z<J 
02.8 S ill"l 2~ 22 52.8 E, Au iIuugc of thl8 location "."s ohtai"ed f""":£:Goo,,,c Earth ""d 
iI; prc""ulOO ill figure D.L 
TII<J d .. 'Ctric ""i"mit' dbxr is th e result of l' or S W,,"W.' 'r~vcli"g ill (hrou;:..)' t )w "urf""c 
of the cart h alJ(i ",h('1] coming int o cont",'1 ",ith" C01Hlu(" liw 13)", raU""'" a ~hock waNe 
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Usin;:.. tbi, map and the , ati!i\(' imag" a ll est imate """ m ... [c [,."",1 OIl the greiotMt ."r ent 
possible for shock waws ill the carth. ca lcn],,';olL" were "'Nle [or t h" tim,' required for .. P 
waw t<'l potent ililly hi( ~ lK)(ly or w"ter ami th"ruby ,'wale t he E~IF _ 
A P ,.."s" e~1l Iraw l U"lw.",,:i and 7km_s- t through t he ,'a,-th" surfare, depending 011 i~' 
"',oke up_ Giw" Our kx'at ioll a ,'oIlSl'rI"at»" gueos CNJ be made, s t" tiug the w"kr I~ble 
I<l be alJproxilllat l'\y 10m b" low the surfar~. Bet",,,,,,, the tUll" of de!-onal io" Hlld the time 
tak(,Il fOT a P WRW 10 hit t he cundu('li"" layer i. 1.4,"~. Thi" is longer tl,an t )w '''<"{lrd 
lcugth " "",If so we ca ll ,Hemi"" tid. "fffft all au' rcconlillb"'_ 
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C Preliminary Data 
The data collected during preliminary testing is presented here in full. The conclusions and 
insights gained during this test phase have been discussed and mentioned in the body but 
only a piece of the work was given as evidence. The full collection of data is now shown. 
C.l February 
This was the first set of test conducted in this project. The data was collected using the 
now familiar TDS oscilloscope during the testing of another project. The antenna was 
placed inside the blast chamber to one side so as to not interfere with the main test. 
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C.2 lV"'rch 
C.2.2 serIes 2 
This s~xies was run in the same fashion as t he 1st except for the inclusion a current clamp 
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This Sf'xies used " whip a ntenna t o determine if an cl«;tric field coukl he det"eI..,o. IkCIIJ)", 
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The mc..,h""ie"l detonation carried out at the llIilit",x base WAA initiated by safety fuse. 
TI ,e charge "'as p I",...:! on the !,'Too.mri and ~pproximat~ly a. 30s delay was iml'lcmenk-d 
using the ""fety f\c<~. Ther~ w~re 3 antennas used to re<:ei,.., signals , th~ EET hoop, the 
"mall copper hoops alld t he Rhode>; Schwa,-' 
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C~ Langehaan 
Th~ " ".ll (' OPPf'r loops ,w're only u5ed in 3 "hot ". the TeRllt, hav~ ~n pr"""nted below 
Figura C.S';. Loop 1 Figure C.88. ~ 1 pre-lriKKl'r tla ta 
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In ronrlusion the RS commercial antelllla data are presented. 
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D Blast wave tables 
The entire table of expansion times for the fireball period, initial particle expansion, over 
various SOD and charge masses. This is based on equation (2.5). 
Table D.l. Particle traveled distance and times 
Mass (Kg) SOD (m) Radius (m) Time(JLS) 
0.02 2 0.2059 297.1 
0.02 4 0.2059 297.1 
0.02 6 0.1413 217.5 
0.02 8 0.1413 217.4 
0.04 2 0.2594 373.1 
0.04 4 0.1780 272.7 
0.04 6 0.2594 373.1 
0.04 8 0.2594 373 
0.06 2 0.2969 424.3 
0.06 4 0.2038 309.5 
0.06 6 0.2969 424.2 
0.06 8 0.2970 424.3 
0.08 2 0.3268 467.8 
0.08 4 0.3268 467.8 
0.08 6 0.2243 341.5 
0.08 8 0.3268 467.8 
0.1 2 0.3521 503.4 
0.1 4 0.3521 503.4 
0.1 6 0.3520 503.3 
0.1 8 0.3520 503.4 
Table D.1 contains the data from the time line code written in MATLAB. The last 
column shows the time at which the shock wave starts to overtake the escape particles and 
the radius at which that occurs. Table D.2 shows the arrival time of the shock wave itself 
to the location of the antenna. This data was also obtained from a simulation MATLAB 
and is based on equation (2.6). 
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Table D.2. Arrival time of shcok wave to an-
tenna location 
SOD (m) Mass (kg) Arrival Time(s) 
0.02 2 0.003418 
0.02 4 0.008984 
0.02 6 0.01475 
0.02 8 0.02059 
0.04 2 0.002955 
0.04 4 0.008374 
0.04 6 0.01407 
0.04 8 0.01987 
0.06 2 0.002665 
0.06 4 0.007969 
0.06 6 0.01362 
0.06 8 0.01938 
0.08 2 0.002453 
0.08 4 0.00766 
0.08 6 0.01327 
0.08 8 0.019 
0.1 2 0.002287 
0.1 4 0.007406 
0.1 6 0.01298 
0.1 8 0.01869 
Graphically this data is presented in the following graphs: 
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Figuno 0.4. Tim. liI'" f<)f"n explo6ion of 20g anrl Rm ;;way 
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Fi~rc D.5. TilI",lino lor an eXpI""jon of ~Og ~nd 2m away 
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Figure D.1B. Timeline 10< >n oxphion of lOOg ,)lKl 4m "WBY 
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Table E.!. Times for different peaks, 
channell 
channel 1 channel 2 channel 3 
2180 0 11090 
11840 0 0 
2030 0 1680 
470 0 2270 
0 0 0 
58000 0 1930 
5430 0 1400 
1140 6080 0 
1530 6240 1510 
0 0 2890 
75610 19460 19460 
78700 23210 78560 
11360 0 19780 
78550 1620 78630 
2540 0 19450 
78590 1190 78550 
8930 21800 8930 
78520 2950 0 
3300 2960 33470 
58500 54880 55190 
78540 0 19760 
78460 0 19450 
78580 78600 78480 
78460 0 17740 
78460 0 78820 
7500 0 17310 
78540 0 0 
78690 73320 73370 
20150 42490 20090 
64510 61810 64480 
78600 14580 14500 
78560 0 17790 
78550 0 75690 
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Table E.2. channell Table E.3. channel 2 Table E.4. channel 3 
Shot number Frequency Shot number Frequency Shot number Frequency 
6 2180 13 6080 6 11090 
7 11840 14 6240 8 1680 
8 2030 16 19460 9 2270 
9 470 17 23210 11 1930 
11 58000 19 1620 12 1400 
12 5430 21 1190 14 1510 
13 1140 22 21800 15 2890 
14 1530 23 2950 16 19460 
16 75610 24 2960 17 78560 
17 78700 25 54880 18 19780 
18 11360 33 73320 19 78630 
19 78550 35 42490 20 19450 
20 2540 36 61810 21 78550 
21 78590 38 14580 22 8930 
22 8930 24 33470 
23 78520 25 55190 
24 3300 26 19760 
25 58500 27 19450 
26 78540 28 78480 
27 78460 29 17740 
28 78580 30 78820 
29 78460 31 17310 
30 78460 33 73370 
31 7500 35 20090 
32 78540 36 64480 
33 78690 38 14500 
35 20150 39 17790 





F Energy Relationships 
F.l E vs SOD 
Following the literature, it was assumed that the relationship between the E out and the 
charge mass was linear. Two forms of linear curves were tested to determine the best fit. 
Each line has a r2 value - the coefficient of multiple determination is a statistic measures 
how successful the fit is in explaining the variation of the data. Another measure of the 
curves' valididity is the sse - the sum of squares due to error. This statistic measures the 
deviation of the responses from the fitted values of the responses. The equations used to 
fit the lines were of the form y = ax and y = ax + b. The latter had lines that were very 
close together but at the same time showed trends that went against predictions. 
F .1.1 Channel 1 
Channel 1 coefficients are listed below, the a values need to multiplied by 10-5 for a and 
sse by 10-12. The reason for this low value is a reflection of the low magnitude in the data 
points. 
Table F.1. Coefficients and r2 and sse for channel Table F.2. Coefficients and r2 and sse for channel 
1, Y = -;.r 1, Y= ~ 
Mass a sse II Mass I a sse 
20 3.6e-007 0.67 3.83e-015 20 7.5e-007 0.73 3.1le-015 
40 3e-007 0.89 8.68e-016 40 6.3e-007 0.96 3.3e-016 
60 3.2e-007 0.76 2.72e-015 60 6.6e-007 0.8 2.23e-015 
80 3.2e-007 0.34 5.3e-015 80 6.2e-007 0.13 7.05e-015 
100 1.7e-006 0.49 2.91e-013 100 3.6e-006 0.52 2.74e-013 
The following figures show the actual curves fitted to various points. 
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Fi!(UI'e F.I0. COno\~[J1 lll""" uf lOOg 
F.l E v s SOl) 
F.1.2 Ch,mnei 2 
Cbannel2 c~oeffiG;"nl." are lisl" d below. Ihe", val""" need to multiplied by 1O-5£or a and 
»le h.'· 10-12. 
T~101c F.3. Coefficient. =d r' on~.,.. for ehan""j Table F·.4. c.oeillCielll. Mid r' o..ud ss<: for ch"nnd 
2,1I - !or 2.11=-:< 
I I "., -, 
20 3.&.·009 ·0.97 ~.67._018 " 6.2e-009 -1.2 4.12e-018 , -;:' --;-
_ 40 ~::>e-008 O.til 1.1&.-017 '" -k-007 0. /i7 9.7&.-018 
1.00-006 2.11&017 Ii< J 3.4e-001 O,M 1,62e-?17_ "" o \If; 
'" 2e·007 _0.31 l.0le-0l5 '" 3,00-007 -1.2 1.6&---015 -' -_ .. '00 2,:k-1Xlti 0.4:l 0 . .'\4&01 :l '"' 4.f;,,-000 0.45 6.11e-013 , 
The following figure" "'.lW the ad11a] ,,,u"-e" lit1.trl1.o ,"ario,," poim,. 
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F.1.3 Channel 3 
Cha.nnr.i .1 """fficient" are li" i·ed below, the a valu,," need to llilll t';pli.,d by 10-6 for a in 
table 1 and 10-5 in tabk 2 and s,", by 10-1.1. 
Table F.5. CO<'fuci,n!, ~nd r ' IUId ..., fO>" channel T"bl~ F-6. C""ffiriOllls ~nd r' Imd sse lor cham .. ) 
2, y - f, 2.~ _ '" 
, 
,. 
20 U;.,-007 0.89 l.fo8e-Olfo 'i(j 3.1 "-007 om 4.7<><>-017 
. 
'" 1.207-001 u.n 1.1).3<7-016 _:!O 2.50-007 0.98 2.27e-011 -- -
_. (;1.1 D.lIe-CI08 0.89 9.370:-017 GO 2e-007 092 0.7e-On _. . 
" 2e-007 -0.009 .1."4 ... 01,, '" 3Sc-007 -0 .26 4.5.1"-015 
'"' 6.407-007 075 }.207-014 '00 1.30-006 0.79 l.03e"Ul4 - ---
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F.l E vS SOD 
G Main spike activity 
----
After filtering the high frequency cont.enl. thf':~ W~" " dearer picture of the event, >Illd 
",jug t,he t,imelinc diSC""",-,,l in section 1.2,1 focus "'"" direcl ed ... 1. the 2nd _ 3rd st~g~ of 
the =pl",ion, ",,~"ping partick. and shock wa,'e [onlli.lioIl, So ill Lhe fir.., 0.3IllS peak' or 
dips that would indicate tM general,ion of " dipole werc ~'Xamined. The arrival time of this 
pc",k as well M its width, time to reach 1/2 of its ID8.Ximl1ID, w.s "y"luat~'<i and compared 
to SOD and Ill..,' varian,,",". 
:LI---}_--T,_- -7--"_::: 
• Ti<Jo !.) 
Figu<~ 0.1. Sampl< ,ign~l with jl(lin~ lII'Vlw make cakulal ion> 
Th" ri:l" t ill'" and pnl"" width wcr~ lflCOOurro ba,."j on the p eak Y"l\l~. Point A was 
defined M th" peak B ",,<1 C were set as half the \'nlue of A on eit hex "kk. The time 
b<1wero B and C was defined os the pulse width and the the time h{'tw,,,,n B and A """ 
defined as the ri.e time. 'lbe falllimr WM !lol ... al'l<1ted tIS on o<:<'asion t he peak had nrn, 
complded it" <,yele hy th" cut off time set. Due to dipping shot 15 was riisrrooil.f'ci From 
this ,edion of anniy,is. It seems tbat My trend p'mmt was l,r.rd to detect., the width 
of the pulse and lbe peak valu"" "" well "" the ri8C t ime it-elf held wxy little trend. Th~ 
re!;,l.iomhip at 1x",1; <,,,,, he ""id to lx, linear but further COIlllllent, are nol poosihle. 
(;.1 \Vaveforu, p cah 
G.l 'Vaveform peaks 
A, with the pre,"UTe "'Jaly.is OIL siglLals from blast wa'ffi the ,igrJiilf< W~J:~ examined for 
"rriYal Urne, rbe time &ll<l overall width of the largest initial peak, The cxpedation wa:5: 
• Arri"al tim" should be dday''C! with an increa"" ill mass and son,irH'" the l"rga' 
('harg~ I.ak"" l(Jng~r I" fully detonate and at a further SOD the efku wouk! regi.ter 
later 
• RMe Ume would show a dependence on mas, a;;suming the amount of charge affecto 
tll~ dipole focmatiOlJ 
• Peak ,'al,," ,lloulu alw b~ d"PCIKbJt 01L IIW"," .irK'e more expl"";",, <:o1]ld rnMn mor~ 
dipoles formed 
• I'ul' " width may show a dependence on SOD, if tl,e further away the ant enna is conld 
result ilJ picking up dipoles tllat hav~ fom>"<.ll"t~r_ A depej)d~rH'" on 10"'" i. eJ1P"<"t!l<l 
similarly to the reasoning in ]'rnJ; roIue 
Th~ riM lime alLd p illse wiul:h w,,"' highly depfmdelJl OJJ n llrnb.,~· (Jf "iilllple, in t h~ I:im~ 
oomain, The algorithm l(Joked for a cerlain value a,oociated wilh the peak time. It then 
",,"nned (or Uw .ample do",,,1: 1.0 I,ha~ rlUmber "lJU may " I: l,illf1< ha,," ~J1"M"'·.t.."j bot.h I:M 
widt h "lJd riM t.im~ of ~h~ pubffi, ~J1aUlplffi (Jf this "r~ .hown in fig"re< G.2 "lJd G,:!. An 
of there graphs <lIe derived from <:haunc1 :1 '"' it hau the great""t number of "i),'Ilals with 
identifiable conlcnt. 
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___________________________ "oT_,1 "\Y"veform peaks 
Shot 14 
Tim .. (5) 
, " x 10-' 
Fi"","e G.2. 1l10l':" IIp ron"" of ,h,,~ 11 will! Ii]!", ;[jJicM;n~ roferen". point.. "",1 in 
cnklli ""ion . 
Shot 17 
-, 
_, ,L_~_~ __ ~ _ _ 
, " 
Time (s) 
Figllr~ G.~. fll{,,,,u up purliull uf , hut 17 with rn"" ind icotillg rdcr~n", 1'6nlo ~ 'jj 
micl J ,t. i ,." 
• • • I ' , I 
" • • 
Figu..., a.6. Moss V" Time 
G.1.1 Arriv-ill time 
Fur .. eOIliHanl mast< of lOOp; (figure G .4) a ,wak trend of docreasing: time of ""rival as SOD 
lncre,""," can h., >CeH, This is not. t rue for th" "".HL" el,,,,,,, . l •. ,.1 11"';11)( ROg 1lliI."" (figHre 
C .5). 
. "," 1000'''''''''_ . < .." ""~ ... "'" •• 
• .. 
! ! • , .. 
• t • , • • , • • ". ~ . . • • • • • • , • • , 
~ ~
, 
~ l~re G.4. ~ ()D ys 11m. FIgure G.5. SOD " . i1me 
Th" ,-allles over a eonB!.""I. SOD of om (figlU'" G.G) """ill 1<> rUlllrad~' 1 lhe idea of" 
deJa;\" in arri~-al tin '" lIS HI """ ;ncrea= ;;lIH'" the points ;;J,ow 1= tim" tak"" will, a larger 
m=, 
G.1.2 Hi", time 
The ri"" lime j. ,,-"peeted t o be more dependent on ma. .. than SOD. All constant SOD 
gr"ph., for example figor"" G.7 and G.R, hav" a slighll .. "nd "huwing " d erH'''-'''' in lime 
e",e"p t. for the 2m(figllre G.g) .-;r"ph. 
G. 1 W av eform peaks 
," " ,~ ,,,- f!C() I .- .. """' .. """ '~ • • 
" "I , • " " 
• " • L , , I • , , , 
• • , " 
" I ! " • '" • ; " • • .' • , , , , , " , , - , , , , , , , • " -" ..... '" 
FIgure G.r. SOD " TlIl'" , FIgure G .S. SOD , . T lme 
.,' "'" "" .. ~ SOO , 
.. I 
" .  ', , .' , 
·1 
• 
• • • • • , , , , , .. , • -"..o m 
FigurA G.9. SOD '0 Tim" 
Th~ !',T"ph. wit h ,,, )I)"tant lll"-"" .. .uri ,'arying SOD (Jig",,,, G .lO and G .llj , how ]l<> 
definltivp trend 
H) ,) 
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} 1 >: 1ll' ~ G.lD. 11 ... , yo l'ime 







F j ~·,,,·~ G.Il. Moss vs Ti me 
, 
fhc signals also prc8Cntcd " negative peak ". l.imH' flo thH .boolui.e v"l""" were taken to 
i.ake .hese into acCOUllt. As previously mentioned t hc expectation is for" dcvcndell("y Oil 
mas, to "ppear. 1'h~ ''<In, t .• ''! SOTh< of 2m (figure G.12) and Urn (figure G.13) showed .. 
dat" set that wm morc ("<m&ant oyer the rnnge of !JW .. % I'". 
-
,,,., '" """00 "'" , .. .. 
• , 
" 
• • , -
I 
.. !." ! • • ! • • ,,, ... 
I 
- -
• • .. • .. .. 
• • • • • " . • • • • • • • - .. • • • • -"'-,~ " ... ~I 
· FIgUl'C G 1:1. ~Ia" ... At..oIute volt a.ge 
ThH gr..,h" lor constant masses .. ll showed no dioccmible t",nd and w= ' imilo:r to the 
(lOg(JigurH G .14) view "hown below. 
G,1.1 Puihe width 










F i"ul'~ G.14. ~Ol) , .. Atnollltc v(>ll"g~ 
The dependence OIl Jlla5Ij is not ddinil i,'e ,in"" I he 2m ",ud 6m graph. show difl'~,,"enl. [,rend ,. 
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Figura G.17 . SOD '" DUT~ti"" 
r 
G.! Waveform peaks 
Table G.!. Times for different peaks, channell 
Mass (Kg) SOD (m) Shot number arrival time pulse width Max value rise time 
20 2 6 5.3e-005 2.1e-005 6.6e-005 4.8e-006 
20 2 7 5.1e-005 1e-005 7.1e-005 5.2e-006 
40 2 8 5.8e-005 2.3e-005 -5e-005 l.7e-005 
40 2 9 5.4e-005 1.8e-005 -4.8e-005 l.3e-005 
60 2 10 ' 0.00024 2.4e-005 -4.1e-005 5.6e-006 
60 2 11 6.1e-005 2.2e-005 -3.5e-005 l.7e-005 
80 2 12 0.00029 l.4e-005 3.7e-005 3.2e-006 
80 2 13 6.8e-005 3.7e-005 5.6e-005 l.7e-005 
100 2 14 0.00026 3e-005 3.3e-005 l.8e-005 
100 2 15 7e-005 3.4e-005 0.00011 l.7e-005 
20 4 16 5.4e-005 l.6e-005 8.8e-006 4.4e-006 
20 4 17 2e-006 8e-007 -l.6e-005 0 
40 4 18 0.0001 8.8e-006 l.2e-005 4.4e-006 
40 4 19 2.2e-005 6e-006 -9.6e-006 2.8e-006 
60 4 20 0.0002 l.2e-005 7.8e-006 5.6e-006 
60 4 21 5.2e-005 2.5e-005 l.5e-005 1e-005 
80 4 22 8.ge-005 6.8e-006 0.00017 3.2e-006 
80 4 23 0.00026 3.2e-005 -l.6e-005 2.2e-005 
100 4 24 0.00016 4.6e-005 -l.7e-005 l.4e-005 
100 4 25 2.4e-005 5.6e-006 2.2e-005 2.4e-006 
40 6 26 3.1e-005 5.6e-006 -4.6e-006 2.4e-006 
40 6 27 4.4e-006 2.4e-006 -7.1e-006 8e-007 
60 6 28 l.7e-005 4e-006 l.8e-005 1.6e-006 
60 6 29 0.00029 4.4e-006 -l.le-005 2e-006 
80 6 30 0.00015 7.8e-005 -l.6e-005 4e-005 
80 6 31 8.9e-005 l.8e-005 -4.6e-005 l.2e-005 
100 6 32 1.7e-005 4.8e-006 -2.2e-005 2e-006 
100 6 33 7e-005 5.6e-006 0.00013 2.4e-006 
60 8 35 0.00015 4.9e-005 -6.6e-005 4.4e-005 
80 8 36 0.00029 6e-006 -0.00028 2.8e-006 
80 8 38 6e-005 1.4e-005 l.8e-005 2e-006 
100 8 39 0.0001 5.6e-006 l.3e-005 2.8e-006 
100 8 40 2.6e-005 4.8e-006 -l.8e-005 2.4e-006 
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G.1 Waveform peaks 
Table C.2. Times for different peaks, channel 2 
Mass (Kg) SOD (m) Shot number arrival time pulse width Max value rise time 
20 2 6 0.00025 5.7e-005 2.6e-006 5.3e-005 
20 2 7 7e-005 2.6e-005 .-3.5e-006 1.4e-005 
40 2 S 1.1e-005 6.4e-006 -3.1e-006 2.Se-006 
40 2 9 1.2e-005 6.4e-006 -4.5e-006 2.Se-006 
60 2 10 4e-007 0 -3.2e-006 -4e-007 
60 2 11 5.2e-006 2.4e-006 -4.3e-006 Se-007 
SO 2 12 5.Se-005 1.7e-005 -4.3e-006 1.4e-005 
SO 2 13 6.8e-005 l.Se-005 -6.1e-005 1.5e-005 
100 2 14 0.00027 4.7e-005 -3.2e-005 4.4e-005 
100 2 15 7.1e-005 1.6e-005 -0.00015 6.Se-006 
20 4 16 0.00026 1.3e-005 -3.Se-006 9.6e-006 
20 4 17 5.8e-005 1.7e-005 -6.3e-006 1.4e-005 
40 4 IS 7.1e-005 l.Se-005 -S.5e-006 5.6e-006 
40 4 19 0.00013 5e-005 -7.5e-006 1.3e-005 
60 4 20 0.00017 6.1e-005 -1.4e-005 2.3e-005 
60 4 21 5e-005 1.9e-005 -1.6e-005 S.Se-006 
SO 4 22 0.00012 Se-006 -4.6e-005 3.6e-006 
SO 4 23 0.00021 6.2e-005 1.7e-005 1.7e-005 
100 4 24 0.00013 3.6e-005 3.5e-005 2.6e-005 
100 4 25 4e-007 0 -1.1e-005 -4e-007 
40 6 26 0.0003 5.5e-005 4.3e-006 5.2e-005 
40 6 27 2.9e-005 1.6e-005 -5.5e-006 7.2e-006 
60 6 2S l.Se-005 4.Se-006 -Se-006 2e-006 
60 6 29 0.00017 4.9e-005 -2.3e-005 4.5e-005 
SO 6 30 0.00014 3.6e-005 -1.5e-005 2.2e-005 
SO 6 31 6.2e-005 1.5e-005 -1.7e-005 Se-006 
100 6 32 0.00012 5.Se-005 -l.Se-005 3e-005 
100 6 33 7.1e-005 6e-006 -5.6e-005 2.Se-006 
60 S 35 0.00015 4.6e-005 -S.7e-006 4e-005 
SO S 36 0.00029 5.6e-006 -0.00015 2.4e-006 
SO S 3S 7.6e-005 1.5e-005 -1.5e-005 1.1e-005 
100 S 39 9.9e-005 S.4e-006 -1.2e-005 3.6e-006 
100 S 40 5.1e-005 S.4e-006 -l.Se-005 3.6e-006 
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G.1 Waveform peaks 
Table G.3. Times for different peaks, channel 3 
Mass (Kg) SOD (m) Shot number arrival time pulse width Max value rise time 
20 2 6 5.5e-005 1.4e-005 4.5e-005 6.Be-006 
20 2 7 5.3e-005 1.6e-005 5.3e-005 7.6e-006 
40 2 B 5.4e-005 1.6e-005 -4.3e-005 B.Be-006 
40 2 9 5.3e-005 1.1e-005 -4.3e-005 6e-006 
60 2 10 0.00027 9.2e-006 -2.Be-005 4e-006 
60 2 11 6. 1 e-005 2e-005 -1.Be-005 1.4e-005 
BO 2 12 0.0001 9.6e-006 4e-005 5.2e-006 
BO 2 13 5.ge-005 2.2e-005 5e-005 4e-006 
100 2 14 0.00025 2.5e-005 2.3e-005 4.Be-006 
100 2 15 0.00012 6e-005 -6.3e-005 3.7e-005 
20 4 16 0.00026 1.3e-005 -3.Be-006 9.6e-006 
20 4 17 4.4e-006 2.4e-006 B.5e-006 Be-007 
40 4 1B 0.00025 3.2e-005 -Be-006 2.Be-005 
40 4 19 0.0002 9.1e-005 -B.5e-006 3.Be-005 
60 4 20 0.00011 9.6e-006 -B.2e-006 4.4e-006 
60 4 21 0.00025 6.1e-005 B.Be-006 5e-005 
BO 4 22 0.00013 B.Be-006 0.00016 4e-006 
BO 4 23 0.00011 4.3e-005 1.5e-005 2e-005 
100 4 24 0.00021 9.6e-006 1.2e-005 5.6e-006 
100 4 25 2.5e-005 5.6e-006 -1.Be-005 2.4e-006 
40 6 26 0.00015 4.3e-005 4.3e-006 3.6e-006 
40 6 27 O.OOOlB 4.5e-005 -4.5e-006 2.Be-006 
60 6 2B 0.0003 4e-005 Be-006 3.7e-005 
60 6 29 0.00017 4.5e-005 -1.7e-005 4.2e-005 
BO 6 30 0.00011 3e-005 1.6e-005 2e-006 
BO 6 31 9e-005 1.9e-005 4e-005 1.4e-005 
100 6 32 4.Be-005 1.4e-005 1.5e-005 1e-005 
100 6 33 7e-005 5.6e-006 -0.00012 2.4e-006 
60 8 35 0.00015 4.4e-005 5.7e-005 3.9e-005 
B 36 0.00029 6.4e-006 
0.0002 2.Be-006 
BO 
3B 6.1e-005 2.1e-005 -1.4e-005 
2.4e-006 
BO B 
B 39 0.0001 6e-006 
-1.1e-005 2.Be-006 
100 




G.1 Waveform peaks 
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H Test data 
The entire collection of signals recored during testing at Paarderfontein have been presented 
here. They are divided into different sections; Raw and filtered signals, FFT of signals and 
the overlay of pre-trigger and signal FFTs. The raw data is direct from the scope while 
the filtered section shows the digitally processed results. In these sections the data is once 
again split into different channels. 
H.I Raw and filtered Signals 
H.1.l Channell 
ILl IL'lw and filtered Si",",,",','--_ ___ _________________ _ 
Figu..., H .1. C'h~nn<'l l 20g at 2m Figu,.., H.2. ChWlooll 2CI!I" l 2m fill efed 
,.' 
'I 
, ....... , "'" "'n""'~ , 
• 
J , 
•• , , '. 
• 
,. , , 
• • • -. . " . ,+-~-,.'-"'. ~----,~ .. ...... ", . ~. 




F ig",.., H.5. C'h!!.nnfi 1 40g ~l 2m 
'" 
______________________ --",1. 1 R"", "",I tl l!.etoeoi Si~n"ls 
I 
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I'igure H .? Ch~nnel. l 411g~, 2'~ 
• , -. • • 







"" .. " .. ~ .. ~ ..... 
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• .-. . -4.--!. " 
H.l Haw and filtered Signal" 
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Fig""" H.14. Ch~nnd 1 !lOg ~t, 2m filt<"T<"<l 
._., 
Fi~'Ul'~ 11.16. Ch~m",11 &:I>: ~( 2.n G1(~",,1 
• 
, ...... "..,. .. _-
• ,.- , - .,-----'!. .< 
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Figure R. HI. Channel l 101:\1: M 2m 
, -. 
Figure H .21. Ch~lmcl 1 20g at 4m 
, -. 








IT. I R", ... nmi t1ltcred ::lignals 
• 
'" 
Figure H.22 . Channd j 20! at 4m filt<Jl"<O<i 
Fi gure H.24. Channel I 20g at ~m filt~,,::,d 
m 
IT.l Raw ""d Illte,.ed S,,' ,,',,',,"',,'""--_ ____________________ _ 
t",",·--------""''''.,:.······, ."~-------
! ! 
Fj!\"r~ H.25. C'Munei 1 40g at 4m Fi~ul"e 11.26. Chaun.,] I <lC~ a.I. 4m filte,e<l 
". ' 
• , ~ ~ .. 
" 
I . " ,. , • ,-., .," 




Figu "~ H.2!l. ('Ilmm.-J 1 fiOg a l 4111 Figlll" H.30. Ch"'lUei 1 (lOg at 4m fil",red 
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Fi""re H.3l. Channel I 60K al 1m 
Figu,., H.33. Channell SOl: a~ ~m 
","-"".n 
" .-
.. ,.i---~--,,---•. ---i---,,---!" -'" , ... 
Figure H.35. Cbannd I &Jg al4m 
• 
I 
,.I---.,---,.--".---~ --"---,, _., .,o~ 
Fi),;ure H.n. Ch~nnd \ 60g a~ ~m filtered 
"-,, ,.,.,,--




Figure H.3S. Ch~nncl 1 ~ al 1m ftlter.-d 
H.l Raw and filtered Signals 
Figu .... H.:17. ('h"TIl",l 1 l00g "1 4m 
Figur" H.39. Chnnel I IIXI): al 4IU 
I I 
Fig","" H.4l. Ch"nnei 40K ~t om 
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Figur" H.3!!. Cho.,,~el I lOOg ~t 4m fil lered 
,. ' 
, , .. 
Figure H.40. Ch:lJllleil llXlg oJ. 4IU fil ler<xi 
, .' ,~ .. ,-,,--
FigUNI H.42. (,h ~n nel 1 .wg "16m tiltered 
H. I Itaw and filtered Signals 
" ~ .. 
-, I 
, 
,.~------cc---------;c---_,='._,------;c---------, ---------,. ,.... .. .. 
Figure H.43. Cw,llneJ I 40g a( tim PigUl"{! H.14. Challlleil 40V aL fun filtered 




~~~!'------cc---------,_-------,,_------cc------_,c_------j. -.. . ... 
Figure H.45. Ch!.m.<l I 60g ,L 6m Figu,"" H.46. Q,allI>"] I 60g at 6m fil(~ 
-..,-" , 
, . 
• , ! 
• 
- , 
-• • • -. ,. ,!-------cc---------;c----:cc._,------;c------cc---------,. , .. ,. , ~. 
Figure H.47. Ch.ann~l I !lOg at Sm FigurG H.48. Channel I 60s at 6m fi1t~r"d 
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FigUl"e H.49. Chnnd 1 8(Jg ~I om 
" 






Figure H . .'iO. Cham",l] ~lI!-: M Om fiUere<l 
,,~. ~ " .. ,,- .... 
, 
~'I I ~'~I\~_\1i~ 
, I " , , • - ,>, 
" 
Figure H . .'i2. G'h."llel I W!( B.( Om fllt"",,1 
"'-----'.,-~",.-..,."-.... -... '------" 
, 
Figu"e A.51. Chonwol 1 lOOg- at tim fi ltered 
• 
• 
• • n .. ~) 
Figu .... H.~5. Channel l l~ at 6m 
Figu .... H.51. Ch .. mel l 00g '" 8m 
i 
· ·.!------,------,------,.------,------,------.1 -. .. 
Figure H.59. Ch.nnel 1 6Og.t 8m 
H.l Haw and filtered Signab 
Figure H .56. Channol llDOg at 6Ul Jilterod 
1 • ' .... , J • .. ' 
Fign<c H.58. ChOllnel 1 60!: at 8m Jilt.crod 
Figura H.60. Ch .. mel I 60g at 8m ftlt<'!'od 
H.1 Ita", and filt.e red Sil<\llab 
, , 
Figure H.61. Ch"""d I 1lOg ,,\ 8m 
, , 
l'i ~Ul'e 11.63. O,allI>,,) l l OOg M 8m 
'" 
, , 
Fi~re H.65 . Cho.nneJ 1 l lXJK 8\ I:l!ll 
• • ",.,. ,,,' 
Figure H .62. Charm,,) ] &I!( ~l 8m fi llffed 
,, ' 
, 
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• • • • -. . . 
• ' is'''''' H .G? (""hann<l 1 2·9ta to. 10m 
11. 1 Raw and filt crCll S ill ""]S 
11.1.2 Chann .. ] '! 
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Fig"re R.73. C'hanne1211)g at 2m 
• .. ' 
, 
! 
Fig",.., H.72 . Channel 2 20g a( 2rn filtered 
Figure H .74 . Charlllei 2 40g a( 2m filterod 
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Il. l naw and Hlt."red Signals 
! 
""i~ure lI.n. Channel 2 40!: at 2ul 
, 
Figuce H.77. ChamJd 2 ~ ~I :lul 
,, " " 
I 
Figure H.79. Cha,,"el ~ i"4( &i 2nl 
, 
Figure H .TS. Cll""",,,} 2 6{)g at 2m fi Jtel"f'<1 
• ,,,' 
Fig"'·c H.IIII. Ch&nnel 2 00g"1 2m fill,,",l 
I 
, 
Fig",.., H.81_ Ch£lllOOl 2 801( M ~ru 
, 
Figure H.83. Channd 2 80g a\ 2m 








Figur~ H.84. ctwunel 2 00, al ~m filtered 
" 
• 
Figuro H .86. Cha.nu.l 2 Ill!:\!: "I 2m filt.",t'd 
1~9 
B. 1 Itaw and Altcr<'cl Ri~llab, _____________ _ 
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Fi",,,·., H.~7. Channel 2 l00g al2m Figure H.88. Ch'1ll",12 llXig ~~ 2m lill"rorl 
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Figurc H.S9. Chnncl 2 20g ~I 4m Figur~ H.90. Ch • .nnol 2 2Dg "~I 1m filleroo 








, • ..... , "0· 
Figurc H.9!. (1, ~nnci 2 2()g ~t ·1m Figure H.02. Chanlld 2 ~ ~11m Iil~ot<'<l 
1m) 
_ _ ________________________ ,",-cJ TIm," ",,<I fi ltered Sig na], 
, 
t'i);ure 11.93. Chan",,1 2 40g at 4m 
•• 




Fll!ure H.Of:; . Choune! ~ 4I.V at 4rn 
, 
Fj!('H'~ n 07 Ch"Jlud 2 60s ,,\ 4m 
• • ,.-
Figll<G H.94. ("'haJJ "") 2 40ij al ~[j] filt,<r, d 
- , .~,.--,,---f_-__::.;-;_--.;---,,---j. 
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Hgure H.1I8. Channel 2 6()g M 4m filtered 
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Figur~ H .99. Cham)('l 2 60g M 4m 
, -. 
Fign<~ H .l01. Ch~n))d 2 Mg ~I 1m 
Fig u re H.103 . Che.nnel 2);()g M ·1m 
I 
• ,. ' 
! 
Figure H . 100. l'hallUei ~ ~ a l 4m Glle.-ro 
I 
Flgure H.102 . Channd ~ 80g M 4m fijtered 
, 
.,!---,,---;--;-";---,,---;---~. , .. ., . ~ . 
fig"r~ H . l 04. Ch "))n~l 2 ~g at. 4m fi ltC't"ft! 
Figure H.lO.~. ChuTI,1 2 l00g"1 4m 
, 





]7 i ~·",·~ 11_109_ Channel~Og aitilll 
! 
IT.I H<l,," and tiltered Sigllab 
• . . ,~ 
Fig",... H.I06. Ch!tllll<l 2 lOOg M 4rn filterffi 
I 
Figure H.I08. Chann<1 2 lOOg .~t 4rn fi lterffi 
,. -.., .... "' ...... -
, 
! ' 
i '. .. ~ • ,.' 
Pigw-e H.llO. GIl""),,,] 2 40g at 6m fil t.erffi 
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11 . 1 Il" ,.. ,m d filte red Signal& 
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